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Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES
July 1, 2012
Elvis was born in Mississippi and he passed away 35 years ago in Tennessee, his long run to fame
and fortune starting on a Louisiana radio station, KWKH. We’re glad to bring you the first part of this
paper just in time to remember Elvis. This story will run for several issues so we want to thank right
now Lee Cotton, Tillman Franks, Scotty Moore, Peter Gulranick, Stanley Oberst, Ernst Jorgenson,
Alton and Margaret Warwick and all those who have worked through the following decades to keep
the Elvis legacy alive.
At first they called him the Memphis Flash and next The
Hillbilly Cat... Elvis played for the first time with Louisiana
Hayride performers when he played at the Memphis
Overton Park Municipal in Memphis on Friday July 30,
1954. On the same show, promoted by Bob Neal, were
Slim Whitman, already a huge name on “Imperial”, Billy
Walker, Curly Harris and Sonny Harville. Tickets were
priced at $1.00 and $1.25 at the door. Elvis, who’d had his
Sun 209 single out since July 19 and had just signed his
Sun contract on July 26, sang both sides of his record,
“That’s All Right” and “Blue Moon of Kentucky”. Back in
Shreveport, Billy Walker who was on the show from 1952
and Slim Whitman talked to the KWKH management about
the Memphis boy. Since July 12, 1954, Scotty Moore had
a management contract with Elvis as “band leader and
booking agent” with 10 percent off the top. Scotty acting as
a kind “mother hen” for Elvis left a lot of things to be handled by Sam Phillips and Bob Neal, a DJ at
WMPS in Memphis. Since Elvis and his two sidemen were working regular daytime jobs at this time,
their first appearances were limited to venues in and around Memphis like the Bon Air club, a regular
spot for Scotty’s Starlite Wranglers, or the Eagle’s Nest with a capacity of 350 customers. At Sam’s
suggestion the group would divide any income with a 50-25-25 split. Things were going good
enough regionally, with the record entering the Billboard C&W regional charts on August 18, to have
Sam Phillips release Elvis’ second single “Good Rockin’ Tonight”/”I Don’t Care If The Sun Don’t
Shine” (Sun 210) on September 22, 1954. However, that single would only find its way onto the
Billboard on November 6, 1954. In September 1954, Elvis bought a used Martin 000-18 guitar from
O.K Couch Piano in Memphis, his first. He later traded that guitar at the same place for a Martin
D-18.
Thanks to Sam Phillips’ contacts with Jim Denny, Elvis played the Grand Ole Opry on Saturday
October 2, 1954. Elvis sang “Blue Moon of Kentucky” as guest on the Hank Snow segment
sponsored by Kelloggs cereals. Elvis sang his song to promote his record but also because the Opry
rules stated that singers could only perform what they had officially recorded. It was a main
difference from the Big D Jamboree or the Louisiana Hayride policies that allowed performers to go
with covers of current hits including rhythm and blues songs. After the show Elvis moved to the
Ernest Tubb Record Shop and headed back to Memphis and was not offered a return engagement.
Forget all those fake stories about Elvis being down and depressed after the performance, leaving
his stage clothes in some gas station. Having staged the Grand Ole Opry with only one record in his
bag was already quite a performance.

Continued on page 37
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Bob Marley says:

“One good thing about music;
when it hits you, you feel no
pain, so...
HOLD THE THIRD PAGE!”
Hi Gang.
Welcome to issue 68 of Tales From The Woods magazine which is rapidly becoming the preferred
reading for many of the musicians and performers out there, along with of course all you loyal
subscribers who either come to our gigs, social events or simply prefer to keep up with the roots
music scene from the comfort of their garden deck chair whilst soaking up the summer sunshine. At
the time of typing the corporate festival of the Olympics is almost upon us when, not too many days
from now, attempting to board a tube, bus or train will verge on the impossible, even walking is likely
to mean you will be getting nowhere fast.
Corporate domination at present is not just prevalent upon the field of sport, It can’t have escaped
too many of you that a nationwide blues festival has been taking place over the past several weeks
featuring some very un-blues names selected from the top drawer of rock and pop. Apart from a
couple of token appearances of folk blues singer and guitarist Eric Bibb and the soul blues of Robert
Cray, all fine performers that get our vote I am sure but where the hell was blues-blues? Sorry, there
were not any at all. I listened to two and a half hours of Paul Jones on an extended version of his
hourly Monday Radio 2 show that went overboard in exalting the virtues of the aforementioned
corporate festival. What did I hear during the course of those 150 minutes? To be fair we got
sessions from both Bibb and Cray but the vast majority of the programme was made up of
rock-blues, much of it so heavy it was indistinguishable from any radio programme or station playing
contemporary rock or classic rock to use a fashionable handle. I kept waiting… Paul might just
mention that during the very same week of that programme a real blues-blues performer would be
playing a London stage. I refer of course to the 79 year old blues legend from Crowley, Louisiana,
near last man standing of the Excello record label embarking on his final UK tour and playing his
only central London date with a full band at the Water Rats, Kings Cross, with no sponsorship other
than the piggy bank of Tales From The Woods and the back pocket of this former Clapham Junction
railway signalman. Sadly it was not to be. No room at the corporate inn for either a legendary
bluesman like Lazy Lester or Tales From The Woods. However many blues loving loyal TFTW
subscribers turned out for this unique occasion for which I am naturally eternally grateful. however
the audience capacity nowhere reflected the importance of the occasion and not all can be put down
to corporate dominance, media ignorance or even the limited resources of TFTW’s ability to get the
word out.
I like to think we can safely assume that folks out there promoting the blues through their small clubs
and venues would certainly sit up and take notice if, upon receiving an email that a venue in central
London is promoting a genuine blues gig with a legendary name, they would advise their members
and get the word out generally. Even maybe, kindly distribute a few flyers locally… not totally ignore
your emails not once but twice. It happened folks, I am sorry to say.
Bottle Neck Blues Club based in the Medway Towns certainly did… I have no idea whether or not
they were promoting an event upon the same evening as us. Indeed, if they were, there is still no
excuse. The sense of occasion of Lazy Lester should over-ride such frivolous issues. We most
certainly would advertise through these pages if an important gig featuring a legendary name
clashed with our own, help to get the word out. Our friends in the Medway were not alone; a similar
reaction from a Crawley blues club who could not bring themselves to return my telephone calls.
Top marks though to the true blues loving folks of a Basildon club who not only responded
immediately but requested flyers for distribution. Hopefully at some point in the not too distant future
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we can return the compliment. Sad to say though, the former far outweighed the latter in this case.
It is hardly surprising that the blues is in the dire straits (no pun intended) that it is. As stated
previously no real blues to be found on stages not just in the capital but throughout much of the UK.
When on a rare occasion it can be found it will most likely struggle to be heard above the din of
self-important city types’ chatter in that god-awful tourist trap that calls itself Ain't Nothin But Blues
Bar, close to London’s one time mecca of all things swinging and hip Carnaby Street. No doubt
many of you can remember similarly a couple of decades past seeing Otis Rush perform at a sold
out Dominion, Tottenham Court Road, for several years now the home of the Queen musical 'We
Will Rock You'. If Otis came out of retirement and flew to London now, he would be unlikely to fill the
100 Club. Blues promoters and fans are sure not helping matters. We would certainly be interested
to hear the views of fans of real blues.
By the time Issue 68 is upon your screen and a little later on the
doormats for our hard copy folks, our first blues gig in almost six years
will have become another chapter in our book, preserved however on
film for ever for fans who love their music roots for as many years as
there is interest in such things. Time then to start thinking, preparing
for our next ventures… come Tuesday 2nd October yours truly will be
a guest on Dell Richardson’s Rock’n’Roll Radio Show on the pirate
Linda Gail Lewis
station of yester-year Radio Caroline to promote the upcoming Linda
© Paul Harris
Gail Lewis gig at the Water Rats on Sunday 4th November and, of
course, for many of us the highlight of each new year, the last Sunday in January 2is/British
Rock’n’Roll Heritage Show with a bill come 2013 as strong as ever. Without giving too much away
we shall be paying our respects to many of the wonderful artists who have appeared on our shows
over the years. No doubt we shall see that this magazine, who so many contributors kindly give up
their free time to help make it what it is, gets a deserving mention as it is indeed the back bone of
our organization.
Time for me to wrap up my natter for another issue and to pay our last respects to the artists who,
in various ways, have been a part of the lives of so many.
V
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Tales From The Woods raises a glass and says farewell to one of the
greatest bass singers of all time, Herb Reed, who has died at the age of
83 upon 4th June.
Herb Reed, bass and sometimes lead vocalist of the Platters throughout
the decades, until ill health brought a halt to his long career, was born in
abject poverty in Kansas City, Missouri on 7th August 1928. Recalling in
countless interviews that he gave over the years, in his words "I was so
hungry I could not think straight, skipping school because of the pains of
hunger."

At age just 10, both his parents died and in the war torn years of the early
forties at barely 15 years of age Herbert, as was his given name, hitched a ride to Los Angeles.
There he survived bedding down where he could courtesy of friends, finding a job in a car wash.
Like countless other young lads and lasses of a similar age and circumstance who were lucky
enough by nature to be granted the talent to sing or play an instrument, he soon found himself
harmonizing on street corners, a scene that flourished during the late forties through well into the
fifties and beyond.
Whilst working as a cab driver in the very early fifties, his spare time was pretty much occupied by
singing in a vocal group that included another future Platter, David Lynch, along with a gospel choir
that the young Herb had been handpicked for, who called themselves the Wings Over Jordan Choir.
It was all finally coming together for the 24 year old Herbert in the year of 1952 for that was when
Ralph Bass of Federal Records came knocking upon the door. The group that became known
throughout the world as The Platters was born, the name came from what was a then hip term for
records. Adding a young tenor, Tony Williams, their first single Hey Now very much had Herb’s bass
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voice as the lead. However, as future issues
dictated, that role would be taken by Tony Williams,
Reed just taking lead on spasmodic B-sides,
although by all accounts there was little doubt that
Herb was both the anchor and often the group’s
resident jester. The single sold a reasonable
amount, very much on a local basis as did their
follow ups, until 1954 when an astute business
manager entered their lives.
A former composer and arranger for legendary jazz
musician and band leader Count Basie, Buck Ram
was his name and he saw the potential in the
voices of Williams, Lynch and Reed. He felt that
something was needed to prick up the ears of Joe
Public nationally. Rehearsals were arranged and eventually chosen was Paul Robi and teenage girl
singer Zola Taylor who replaced the fourth original member, Alex Hodge, who seemed unable to fit
in with the plans of their recently acquired experienced and highly successful manager. The soon to
be classic line up of the Platters complete, Buck Ram took them to Mercury Records; timing
perfection, as their first release Only You made them the first really big black group of the
Rock’n’Roll era. The song however was a throwback to the previous decade; Buck Ram claimed
co-composership of the song, the arrangements very much belonged to a fading era, that of the Ink
Spots and Mills Brothers. It was Williams’ wonderful vocal and the way he hic-cupped the title that
seem to make it appear tailor made for the burgeoning Rock’n’Roll market.
Only You would eventually climb to No 5 in the US Charts, which led the way for a string of top ten
hits, songs which are synonymous with the Platters’ name; The Great Pretender, My Prayer,
Twilight Time and the tune which would take them to the no 1 spot both sides of the Atlantic Smoke
Gets In Your Eyes, which dated back to 1934, made hugely popular in those depression years by
the self-proclaimed king of swing, Paul Whiteman. Despite in reality what was a very much a
conservative style the group possessed during their hit making period of the late fifties, they were
seen as much a part of the Rock’n’Roll scene as their far wilder contemporaries, appearing in
several of the genre’s lynch pin movies including Rock Around The Clock, The Girl Can’t Help It etc.
1959 it looked like things were about to turn very sour indeed when all four male members were
charged, and later acquitted, of charges of various sexual offences including aiding and abetting
prostitution, lewdness and so forth. No doubt the racial politics of America at the time had a hand in
these events, coupled nicely with the establishment’s aversion to all things Rock’n’Roll. Whatever
the outcome, it made little difference as the damage was done. Radio stations pulled Platters
records from their play lists, the hits dried up, Tony Williams departed to go solo in 1961, his
replacement Sonny Turner considered by many unable to fill the former’s shoes.
The next couple of years would see most of Buck Ram’s Platters disintegrate until just Herb Reed
and David Lynch were left. Come 1969 Buck Ram and Herb parted company, each creating their
own version of the Platters. Herb Reed’s Platters with an ever changing line up toured incessantly
for the next forty years, said to average 200 shows a year, often found performing on cruise ships
particularly in the Caribbean, until ill health finally forced Herb off the road just one year ago.
From the 1970s onwards there have been countless Platters touring the world… almost as many
lawsuits were brought against them by Herb. Often the members’ links to the Platters name were to
say the least tenuous. The most commonly seen version was possibly Monroe Powell’s Platters and
were I think the Platters that I and a few other veteran Woodies saw in Las Vegas at the turn of this
present century. The remaining members were, I suspect, not even born in the fifties. It was
Monroe’s version of the group that Herb won his most recent law suit against during the final days
of 2011.
I did see the real thing just once; not the Platters complete, but Herb Reed when one evening back
in 1994 at the House Of Blues in New Orleans he appeared as a guest on a show given by Solomon
Burke. Herb duetted with the great Solomon before being given the spotlight for renditions of both
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Smoke Gets In Your Eyes and The Great Pretender. What can you say about a moment in time
forever locked into memory.
The Platters would see chart action for a short while after their fifties heyday, hitting paydirt with I
Love You A Thousand Times in 1966, and the following year With This Ring. My mum, who was
lucky enough to witness the transition first hand from dance bands to Rock'n'Roll whilst employed
at Tottenham Royal dance hall throughout the fifties, returned from a holiday in the US at some point
during the 1980s enthusing over witnessing original Platter David Lynch at a Miami nightclub. Herb
Reed would prove to be the last surviving member of the original group.
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Raise a glass also to country singer Kitty Wells who died upon 16th July aged
92. Born Ellen Muriel Deason on 30th August 1919 in Nashville, Tennessee like
many performers of her generation brought up in times that knew real hardship.
Upon leaving school in the depression-hit early thirties, she survived by ironing
shirts for the neighbourhood. Although from a musical family none were able to
secure a living from it, the nearest they were able to get was by having guest
spots on radio. It was through this medium that the young Ellen was able to cut
her teeth, performing as part of the family unit.
In 1937 she married Johnny Wright; she sang alongside his sister at various
local clubs, bars and radio appearances. Within a couple of years the line-up changed when Johnnie
teamed up with Jack Anglin to form the duo known as Johnnie & Jack, touring now extensively and
further afield, she took the traditional role as girl singer. It was around this period that Johnnie
persuaded her to drop her given name, adopting the stage name as he astutely recognised the
name Kitty Wells had a ring to it. The war years curtailed any aspirations they may have had, but it
gave the now Kitty time to concentrate her musical skills upon
her chosen instrument the guitar.
The late forties, back treading the boards, they secured a place
in the cast of the famed Louisiana Hayride, the stage that had
set so many on the road to fame’s riches, laid a path for them
too. Appearing on stage at the Grand Ole Opry in Kitty’s home
town of Nashville, Tennessee after Johnnie & Jack hit the
country charts with their single Poison Love in 1952.
A massive hit in the country field that very same year was Hank
Thompson’s The Wild Side Of Life, a man's song about the love of his life rejecting that love and
that of her kin to chase the high life in honky tonks and bars "where the wine and liquor flows", set
to a melody of old tender folk song I’m Thinking Tonight Of My Blue Eyes and with perhaps Roy
Acuff’s 1930’s hit tune with which he would be forever associated Great Speckled Bird thrown in for
good measure. Answer songs over many decades have found a home within country music; Hank
Thompson’s best seller became no exception as famed Louisiana tunesmith and producer Jay Miller
set about a task for a ladies riposte and so was born a country anthem, Honky Tonk Angels selling
an estimated three quarter of a million copies for Kitty and certainly making her a star. A first lady of
country before such terminology was coined, Kitty made it clear it was not the ladies’ fault for going
wrong it was the men that turned her that way, Banned from the NBC network for being way too
suggestive, the Opry too for a number of years ran scared of it.
Kitty would spend a number of years visiting the dark side of town; dividends were paid with each
and every visit, Songs such as Paying For That Back Street Affair, Making Believe, I Can’t Stop
Loving You, Mommy For A Day, Heartbreak USA to name but five, along with duets with Red Foley
One By One, As Long As I Live. By the time the fifties came to a close she had notched up over 30
top ten hits on Billboard country charts and now held the by now fashionable title of Queen Of
Country Music. Kitty’s record label Decca held her in such high esteem that they signed her to a
lifetime contract, a rare honour then and would be seen as stretching believability.
Her last major inroad into the country charts came in 1962 with Will Your Lawyer Talk To God. In
essence it all mattered little that she was no longer at the cutting edge, her legions of fans,
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particularly the female variety, adored her and attended her shows, watched her
nationwide syndicated TV programme and bought her book of songs and old
country recipes. Unlike the heroines of her songs and like so many women in
country music she dressed in a conservative way and stayed clear of any
untoward behaviour, preferring her songs to reflect that way of life.
She was elected to the country music hall of fame in 1976, receiving a lifetime
achievement award at the 1991 Grammy awards, the first woman in country music
to be a recipient of such an award. Her husband of 74 years Johnnie Wright died
in 2011 [obit TFTW 64], a daughter Ruby pre-deceased her in 2009, survived by
her younger daughter Sue, son Bobby, eight grandchildren and 12 great grandchildren.
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Finally raise another glass to writer, comedian, actor, Eric Sykes who died on 4th
July aged 89. Born in Oldham, Lancashire on 4th May 1923, he was the last of a
long line of comedians/writers to be born of radio in the immediate post war years.
It was whilst serving in the RAF as a wireless operator during the second world war
that he encountered other like-minded determined individuals who set their sights
on show-business careers were they lucky enough to survive the conflict, names
that would become synonymous with radio, television and theatre during the fifties,
sixties and beyond such as Tony Hancock, Spike Milligan, Peter Sellers, Harry
Secombe.
Up to that point in time he had simply been a frustrated comedian, prior to the war working first as
a painter and decorator, greengrocer’s assistant, before following in his father’s footsteps in the
Lancashire cotton mills. The relentless noise of heavy machinery did little to help the hearing
impairment that Eric would suffer throughout his life, although it did a great deal to explore the
possibilities of silent comedy, a genre he both much admired and loved from an early age. He would
later exploit this to the full with the quirky, near wordless films he would both write and direct as well
as star in such as The Plank 1967, which was remade 12 years later in 1979, Rhubarb 1969 which
again was remade in 1989 and Mr H 1987. Sykes crammed these films with much of the finest
comedic talent of the period including Arthur Lowe, Tommy Cooper, Wilfred Hyde-White and Jimmy
Edwards.
It is not generally known that the heavy black framed glasses he wore and indeed for which he was
much associated contained no lenses and were actually a hearing aid. By the time lenses were
required in much later life they were for the most part useless as he was virtually sightless and was
registered blind, although this never prevented this talented and fine old trooper from treading the
boards well into his eighties.
The 1950s would be the decade that Sykes would blossom through the medium of radio, writing
scripts for the comedy show Educating Archie [for the benefit of our readers outside of the UK or
those too young to be aware of this radio institution, the Archie in question was a wooden dummy,
the ventriloquist one Peter Brough]. Yes, you are reading it right, it was indeed radio. The show
spawned an endless array of talent that proved to be the vehicle of their breakthrough such as the
aforementioned Tony Hancock along with Beryl Reid, Frankie Howard, Max Bygraves and many
more. Eric also collaborated with troubled genius
Spike Milligan, together they wrote some of the
finest Goon Show episodes. They also shared an
office which was called Association Of London
Scripts and it was there that Sykes created many of
Frankie Howerd’s routines.
By 1960 the glory days of radio as a medium of light
entertainment were at a crossroads so a transfer to
television just had to be made. Hence the situation
comedy he would write, star and direct for the next
nineteen years, starring the rotund Hattie Jacques
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as Eric’s twin sister who played the orderly spinster to Sykes’
lumbering, calamity prone but well-meaning northern style working
man. Support came via admired character actors Richard Wattis as
the slightly effete intellectually frustrated neighbour and Deryck
Guyler as the amiable but totally thick policeman.
The long association of Sykes and Hattie Jacques came to a
conclusion upon the latter’s death in 1980. He would then team up
with the boisterous, hard drinking, sexually repressed, vintage former radio comedian/comedy actor
Jimmy Edwards in the play Big Bad Mouse which toured incessantly throughout much of the first
two thirds of that decade, by all accounts the pair trying to outdo each other on a nightly basis with
adlibs. In 1988 Edwards’ health finally succumbed to many years of abuse, and upon his death Eric
teamed up with another old timer, Terry Scott, with successful tours of the farce Run For Your Wife.
Despite their hugely successful collaboration on radio's Goon Show in the fifties, teaming up with
Milligan in the very late sixties for the politically incorrect Curry And Chips was less beneficial.
Written for television by Johnny Speight, it had Milligan in a role as a blacked up Pakistani which
seems inconceivable in the 21st century Even at the time it certainly raised more than a few
eye-brows, but the show flopped more for the reason that it was not funny than any other. Sykes,
apart from his artistically regarded silent comedies, appeared in a considerable number of movies
in the early sixties with fellow comic the caddish Terry Thomas in Village Of Daughters 1962, Those
Magnificent Men In Their Flying Machines 1965 and Monte Carlo Or Bust 1969. Starring alongside
Sean Connery and Bridget Bardot for a bizarrely eccentric western of 1969 Shalako Other film roles
include Heavens Above 1963, One Way Pendulum 1964, joining a cast loaded with wonderful
British character actors for the Hammer Film Studios Horror of 1973 Theatre Of Blood, Absolute
Beginners 1986 a film that attracts venomous dismissal by many a film buff.
Come 2001 he would find himself admired by a whole new audience when Nicole Kidman specially
asked for him to be cast as her ghostly servant in The Others which no doubt, as a result, found him
timely cast in Harry Potter And The Goblet Of Fire 2005. His late life renaissance continued as he
appeared alongside his old friend and working partner Spike Milligan on television in adaptation
Gormenghast. It would prove to be Milligan’s final performance. 2007 Sykes was once again back
on the small screen once again in the perennial favourite sitcom for many and which had ran for
many a decade Last Of The Summer Wine.
Describing being in show business as akin to "living in a world that does not exist" he settled into
more serious acting roles, particularly later in life with ease. He believed also with some
considerable passion that the era that schooled him and others like Frank Muir, Johnny Speight,
Spike Milligan and Dennis Norden were the result of hardship, deprivation and conscription. No
doubt surviving a terrible war had a hand to play also. Awarded a lifetime achievement by the guild
of television producers and directors as early as 1961 when he was a mere 38 years of age, he
would many years later receive another lifetime achievement award in 1992 by the writers guild of
Great Britain, and another by the grand order of the Water Rats in 2005. He became an OBE in 1986
and a CBE in 2005. He was married for 60 years to Edith Milbrandt who survives him.
In the early part of this present century I was travelling back to London from one of my spasmodic
trips to the wilds of the Outer Hebrides. As the train made its way alongside the Scottish and English
border coast near Berwick Upon Tweed, time for yet another drink and snack on the near 10 hour
journey from Inverness. It was a stunningly beautiful sunset as I made my way towards the buffet
car where I immediately recognised the face that stood in that car, snacks and drinks in his hand,
silently gazing out of the window at the serene picturesque view of the island of Lindisfarne until
taken out of view by the speeding train. I wanted to say “Hello Mr Sykes” but chose not to as he
seemed lost in his own thoughts; He shuffled off looking very much an elderly gentleman, his poor
eyesight forcing him to touch the side panels of the coach for guidance. "That was Eric Sykes" said
the young teenage/early twenties buffet car attendant, seemingly proud to have served the old time
comedian who had no doubt entertained both his parents and grandparents too, transcending the
generations.
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More Memories of Bert Weedon
We are indeed indebted to those who have wanted to show their appreciation of the man who had
such a huge influence on their lives and early careers and the esteem he was held in both as a
musician and a human being. So many musicians and fans alike wanted to share both their
memories and anecdotes of this institution of British music, we have decided to run it over into a
second instalment. May I take this opportunity to thank you all who took the time out to write and
email us with their many stories. Keith Woods
John Hills Remembers
I believe it was Bill Wyman who said “All roads lead to Lonnie”. To us budding guitarists back then
most roads led firstly to Bert. He seemed to be always on the box, you could see what he was
playing and, when you bought the sheet music, it was in the same key. Not so with Lonnie. The
problem was that Lonnie’s sheet music was written in the most ridiculous keys and chords. With
Lonnie the TV cameras always seemed to be angled so you struggled to see the chords he played,
and this was the same with most of the groups at that time so you had to buy the sheet music or try
to learn the tunes by ear. The sheet music arrangements were done by someone sitting in a dark
room listening to the record and then changing the recorded key into an easier to sing key. This was
a nightmare for anyone trying to get the same guitar sounds. No such problem with Bert’s tunes.
I guess Bert's face was as instantly recognisable as any celebrity then; likewise was his clean guitar
sound either on TV or radio, a virtuoso! His composition Ginchy was a particular favourite, being
covered all over the world including the U.S.A by the Ventures, no less!
So, I first met Bert in 1964 in Sound City, a guitar shop in the west end of London. At that time the
Beatles were at the London Palladium, busily blowing up their Vox AC30s (with treble boost), which
was the main topic of conversation. Working in Soho I used to go round to the music shops in my
lunch break. You never knew who you would bump in to. This day there was Bert and I jamming with
Brian Bennett playing keyboards. We played mainly standards, with Bert stopping sometimes to
show me a run or riff he had just played. In between, the three of us would discuss various topics
with me mainly listening, learning and soaking it all up. Bert was such an unassuming man; he
seemed more interested in my progress than talking about himself .I later discovered he had played
with my all-time guitar hero Django Rheinhardt… WOW.
The manager of the shop, Peter Dyke, himself a fine jazz guitarist, (Woodie Ken Major will know of
Peter) said to me later, “You know Bert never plays a bum note”. What an accolade! I can still clearly
remember Peter saying it.
As I mentioned we were discussing the Beatles and their amplification so I asked Bert about his. He
told me he was using a Burns amplifier as it was so light and he was so busy it saved him a fortune
in air charges, this besides being an excellent amplifier. It was this that led me to also buy a Burns
amplifier that I am still using, how about that for reliability, nearly 50 years on, and me also being so
busy, just like Bert!. Perhaps some of his magic rubbed off on me.
I believe that Bert was the first English guitarist (1964) to have the accolade of a signature guitar
named after him by an American guitar company. The Guild Starfire V.
This was about the same time as Duane Eddy had a Guild guitar named after him. Bert has since
had other signature guitars most notably probably Yamaha.
My final accolade to Bert is the first band (not skiffle) I played in used to start and end the evening
with Bert’s Nashville Boogie.
I think the Shadows summed it up with their composition written specially for Bert - what else - MR
GUITAR.
Bert Weedon, thank you. R.I.P.
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Keith, I would like to thank you for asking me to do this for Bert. It has brought back to me personal
things that I had long forgotten. Here is a short list of some other things about Bert that may not have
been covered by other tributes.
Bert was voted Britain's top guitarist no less than FIVE times.
He has worked with, among others, wait for it; Frank Sinatra, Rosemary Clooney, Frankie Laine,
Judy Garland, Benjamino Gigli, Eartha Kitt, Mel Torme, Paul Anka
He has featured on many of the hit records of; Marty Wilde, Cliff Richard, Tommy Steele, Laurie
London and our very own Terry Dene.
And he had a dog named Bob.
*source; my (John Hills) Bert Weedon book of guitar solos, Publisher Francis Day and Hunter
John Hills
I was with The Outlaws in 1963 when we were on the Brenda Lee tour. Bert Weedon was brought
in for a gig and we were to back him; Ritchie Blackmore, Mick Underwood, Ken Lundgren and me.
Bert turned up for rehearsal at the theatre. We all knew of Bert. He knew his chords but was a bit
corny. But his non funkiness was about to take an about turn in our eyes. He turned up with a brand
new Watkins Copycat Echo he had been given. His first words to us was, “'Boys. Any idea how this
fucking thing works?”
He was immediately on board. All Bert’s duff efforts at Rock’n’Roll went straight out the window. Bert
was one of us. We fiddled with the machine and managed to get a pretty good sound from it for him.
We all played a few tunes and came up with a reasonable 20 minute spot.
Bert continued, “'Do you know what boys? I done a session earlier. Do you know what they said?
They said I was playing too good! Too good for Rock’n’Roll! Someone suggested I use a half-crown
instead of a plectrum! I did and they said it sounded better! What you gonna play for a play off for
me boys?”
We played the circus piss take play off we used for The Bachelors. They edged round it with
alternative suggestions. We never took no notice. Bert didn't edge round it.
“Don't play that boys, it makes me look a c*nt.”
We didn't. He was one of us.
Chas Hodges
Back in January 1995, Willie Jeffery and I had booked Bert to play a spot at Rockers Reunion on a
bill which also included Sonny Burgess, Crazy Cavan and Twinkle which, with hindsight, does seem
a fairly unlikely combination, although it worked well enough on the night.
Bert arrived at the venue during the afternoon while everything was being set up. It was at Battersea
Town Hall in those days. He walked in with his wife, who looked like a sweet old granny, and the
two of them initially wandered about taking in all the feverish activity and all the greasy, tattooed and
leather clad characters, many of whom can appear somewhat scary to outsiders. Bert was wearing
a shirt and tie and a rather stylish sports jacket and grey slacks. I spotted them and introduced
myself and we had a brief conversation during which he expressed pleasure at playing Rock’n’Roll
again. He said that he had not done a Rock’n’Roll show for some time.
Still looking around him, he then asked if I thought he should change into leathers for his show and
even at the time I could see the humour in that situation. I reassured him that he only need be
himself and that everyone would know Bert Weedon. Needless to say, he played brilliantly and went
down a storm. His image, even in the ‘50s was totally unhip and that never changed, but everybody
could see what a nice man he was and that he genuinely loved our music. He was not a fake and
that was readily obvious to everyone.
Rock on Bert, there are a lot of people where you have gone in need of your guitar skills and the
ability to play in a day.
Ian Wallis
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and the Women Columnists
I love reading women columnists in newspapers. They write directly for women, and assume no
males are present, thus allowing them to express the various prejudices that would have men locked
up if the gender roles were reversed.
Specifically, I particularly enjoy the bizarre, contradictory, self-pitying Liz Jones, and the strident,
arrogant, self-righteous Janet Street-Porter.
Poor Liz is so loopy it’s a wonder to me that she has not been sectioned.
This is a woman so full of self-loathing that despite winning Beauty Queen
titles in the seventies, had her tits chopped off before she had even had her
end away.
Despite living in a mansion, she has cried poverty so often that readers
send her money, not appreciating as Fashion Editor of a national title, she
must earn considerably north of £100K.
Why is she so boracic? She spends all her money on various animals she
has rescued from the metaphorical glue factory, and sleeps with dozens of
cats on her bed, paying all their vet bills for the various diseases they must
pick up from sleeping with her.
She attacks men for their driving, their insensitivity, their very existence,
and the rest of the population for their ignorance, despite regularly proving
she cannot spell the dog breed Dalmatian herself.
Rude, irritable, self-centred, selfish, and brand-obsessed, she is prepared
to share every tiny aspect of her miserable life to the point where folk in the village in which she
lives have ostracised her completely.
I don’t need to do any research to bring you this information. She reports on herself several times
a week.
Janet Street-Porter is another kettle of fish. She is the woman who frightened the
bosses at the BBC when she coined the expression M people, male, middle-class,
middle-aged and mediocre, to describe the managers, and that resulted in a new
controller of Radio Four who wrecked the schedules. Then this unfortunate token
woman justified herself in an interview so wimpy and limp-wristed it made
otherwise fey cook Delia Smith seem as gritty as Vin Diesel in comparison with
her.
Janet, is proud of her self-described pointy elbows that allowed her to get ahead, and regularly
lambasts men for their failings. Thanks, Janet.
Third in this triumvirate of tits is Carol Vorderman, generally felt to be a brainbox, and the clue to
where this rant is leading.
All three of them have complete faith in their omnipotence, and are prepared to prove it by entering
televised quiz shows.
Janet was the latest. She appeared on the Bradley Walsh-fronted teatime prog The Chase. Miss lofty
self-righteous who lives in a post-modernist Clerkenwell mansion modelled on Broadcasting House,
passed on six consecutive questions that a reasonably-informed cab driver would have sailed
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through. Hideously thick? That accent, that hair, those glasses told us she was daft,
no matter that she claimed otherwise, and now she has proved it.
Liz, given to lecturing us on our grammatical failings, appeared on Anne Robinson’s
The Weakest Link, and proved to be among the weaker, despite claiming to occupy the
educational high ground. Her simpering approach lives long in memory.
And so to Vorderman. She appeared on Celebrity Who Wants to Be A Millionaire, her
brainy reputation preceding her. Asked the date of Mohammed’s Flight from Mecca to
Medina, she was all at sea.
Well, Carol, it was 622, an important date since it is Year One on the Moslem
calendar, and marked the start of the Moslem conquest of the Middle East and North
Africa. That conquest blocked the trade routes to the east, and hence the dawn of the
Age of Exploration, which resulted in America, Australia, and the rest of the nowknown world.
Nice bum, small brain, Carol.

Letters to the Editor
Hi Keith
Rather than writing a predominantly negative
article re Americana International 2012, I thought
I would scribe a few words and send via email.
Apart from the customary glorious wet English
weather, the event was infested by 'gypsies’,
‘travellers' or whatever term we politely need to
write. Sadly, this has ruined the experience for
music lovers; stall holders and the many, many
families who have been frequenting this as part
of their festival calendar for over 10 years.
Security was awry and largely amiss which led to
numerous altercations and the theft of personal
belongings.
Vermin aside, I was not enamoured by the
organisers’ decision to mix the two main stages
with different genres of music. I appreciate that,
from a business perspective, you would want to
circulate the traffic to increase foot fall in all
areas but this just led to annoyance as many
spent the day setting up camp at one stage and
then going through the upheaval of moving on to
another and so the cycle continued. Band
selection was not on a par with 2011 and despite
my best efforts, I am still unable to truly like and
appreciate the efforts of Mr Ray Campi!
Cheers
Dick Taylor
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Dear Ed,
With the London
Marathon recently
completed, I would just
wish to suggest again
the possibility of a
TFTW team entering
next year’s event. Four
athletes each to wear
a T shirt displaying
one letter from TFTW,
so on sprinting across
the finishing line we
have the name
emblazoned across
the tarmac. Wonderful
publicity. Perhaps the
readers could vote in a
Woodie entrant and
you select the four with
the highest votes
(dyslexic nominees
may abstain).
Cheers,
Ken Major

JAZZ JUNCTION
Doug Carn / Jean Carne: Revelation Reunion
at Ronnie Scott’s 21 June 2012
Keyboard player Doug Carn, born in Florida, gained cult status for six albums recorded between 1969 and
1977; these could variously be described as falling into the ‘soul jazz’ or ‘jazz funk’ denominations. In the late
1980s, during the discovery of the danceability of some of this type of music in the UK, it was referred to by
young English deejays as ‘acid jazz’. He is also known for his deft orchestrations and lyric writing.
Vocalist Sarah Jean Perkins, born in Georgia, is better known as Jean Carne (apparently she added the ‘e’
early in her career on the advice of a numerologist). She performed with Duke Ellington at his last spiritual
concert in the year that he died, but her recording career began when she appeared on three of her
husband’s albums. Subsequently she became featured vocalist with Norman Connors, again appearing on
record, before hitting the heights with four albums under her own name for Philadelphia International. These
made her very popular with soul fans, although her jazz stylings, especially in the live context, have always
been evident.
Having divorced from each other almost forty years ago, and not met for most of that time, a musical reunion
seemed most unlikely until their daughter came up with the suggestion last year. This resulted in dates in the
USA and the current UK tour in which the Revelation Reunion band comprised Duane Eubanks (trumpet),
Stacey Dill (saxophone), Rashaan Carter (bass) and Russell Carter (drums).
The dreadlocked Doug Carn had an unassuming air as he led the band through an
instrumental number before announcing “the diva” Jean Carne, a tiny, (now) bespectacled
figure who appeared from backstage in a deep red, sparkling top and black leggings,
already scatting into a radio mic. Beginning with John Coltrane’s Acknowledgement from
his album A Love Supreme, they picked out the best tracks from their recordings together,
numbers by top echelon jazz artists to which Doug Carn had added lyrics. Bobby
Hutcherson’s Little B’s Poem from his album Components followed, the words having been written about their
daughter who appeared when a baby on the cover of their Infant Eyes LP. Two compositions by Wayne
Shorter, Revelation and the aforementioned Infant Eyes (a combination included on Jean’s second PIR
album) were next and the best of the best. Power And Glory brought an end to a fascinating set for those of
us who had only witnessed her in soul mode before.
A change in the source of inspiration in the second set, flagged as coming from Philadelphia, saw the
audience, which had seemed rather subdued up to this point, becoming more aroused, no doubt because of
the number of soul fans in attendance. Jean, now in a white top, acknowledged her debt to Gamble and Huff,
songwriters of Free Love, and also to the O’Jays for My Love Don’t Come Easy, and the lesser-known Al
Johnson for We Got Some Catchin’ Up To Do. (Rhythm Riot regulars may remember Al Johnson as musical
director for the wonderful Lloyd Price in 2006.) Added to these was another gem, Was That All It Was, with
a songwriting credit (in a third part whatever his contribution) going to Jerry Butler, and which was featured
in the successful 2009 film, Precious.
An a capella section is de rigueur at a Jean Carne performance, and this night was no exception with snippets
of various songs associated with her requested by the audience. She began by paying tribute to two of the
male singers with whom she has duetted: Al Johnson with I’m Back For More, and Michael Henderson with
Valentine Love, taking their parts in the process – stepping left “This is Michael’s part” and moving back for
her own. She finished up with You Are All I Need (written by Dexter Wansel) and Trust Me (written by Al
Johnson).
The band was re-engaged for Early Morning Love, and the song most loved by UK fans, Don’t Let It Go To
Your Head. Here she invited in turn a female and a male member of the audience up on the stage to sing.
This can be a disaster and an embarrassment, but on this occasion both volunteers acquitted themselves
well, she with her acting and each impressing with the way they played with the words in the title. Closer Than
Close brought an end to getting on for two hours of marvellous musical entertainment on this, the first show
of a three day residency with two houses on each of the coming nights.
The jazz sensibility of Jean Carne informed both sets, and the influence of the jazz musicians was a looser
feel to the backing on the soul numbers. Her vocal technique and range, said to be five octaves, were
subservient to achieving truth in her song interpretation rather than an athletic display as an end in itself. A
live recording is planned for July.

Dave Carroll
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Eddie Bond - The Brown-Eyed Hillbilly in the 50s
Dominique “Imperial” ANGLARES - January 18, 2012
At that time Ronald Smith was The Stompers’ lead guitarist. After winning, in 1951, a talent show
set by KWEM at the Joy Theatre (that place became the Avon Theatre in 1953), that South Side
High School student (Dixie Locke, Kenneth Herman and Barbara Pittman were also pupils there),
played a regular show for that radio station around 1953 with Kenneth Herman. Kenneth Herman,
born in 1937, playing steel guitar, won first place on the Ted Mack Original Talent Hour in 1951
preceding by five years the famous Burnette Brothers. It was written that Elvis once filled the hole
for Dickey Lee who should have been the featured singer in Kenneth Herman’s band. Dickey said
he never was a singer with Kenneth’s combo. It just seems Ronald Smith took Elvis to the radio
station and let him sing on air for what should have been his first radio performance.
Dickey, born Dick Lipscomb, born in Memphis in September 21, 1936, recorded for Tampa records
and next for Sam Phillips in 1957 and 1958. In January 1956, Ronald Smith cut with Mason Dixon
(real name nom Merle "Red" Taylor), “Don’t Worry ‘Bout Nothing“/”I Will Never Fall Out Of Love With
You“ (Meteor 5028) and most of all played on the terrific Junior Thompson’s “Mama’s Little
Baby“/“Raw Deal“ (Meteor 5029). Other Stompers were Enlow Hoskins playing the double bass,
Earl Logan taking care of the steel guitar and sometimes Curtis Alderson singing with the band.
Harold Jenkins, not yet Conway Twitty, was hired as vocalist for The Stompers quite a few times
when they played in Arkansas. The definitive group line up was Reggie Young (from 1953), John
Hughey (steel gtr), Tommy Potts (bs), Johnny Fine (bat) and Jimmy “Doc” Smith (pno & sax).
Reggie Young, born on December 12, 1936 in Caruthersville (Missouri), but raised in Osceola (not
far from Dyess - Arkansas), came to Memphis in 1949. Around 1952, he was a member of Bob
Williams’ Mid-South Playboys, with Bob Williams (bass), Aubrey Morris (pno), Mark Waters (drums)
and, quite a few times, Ramsey Kearney on vocal. Reggie who played on a Fender Esquire ($300
then - over $30,000 now), as did Scotty Moore before buying his famous Gibson ES-295, also
worked with Shelby Follin. Reggie cut his first studio session for Tommy Smith (who was signed by
Decca in February 1956) after they met at the Saturday Nite Jamboree. In 1955 he backed Barney
Burcham (real name Rubel Elijah Burcham), in Memphis, on the superb hillbillies “Can’t Steal My
Way Around“/“Much Too Young For Love“ (Meteor 5023). In May 1957, he was back with Barney to
record “I Feel“/“Chain Of Broken Hearts“ (Moon 300). For both Reggie and James Burton, session
work was a good way to make some extra bucks. These musicians were playing with anyone they
could on radio, studio or club before making it big. Late 1957, Reggie played with Johnny Horton
and, in 1959, he was the co-founder of The Bill Black Combo. That band should have been called
The Reggie Young Combo but Bill Black’s name was then better known and got more exposure on
local radio. Reggie had made a stunning career in studio work with Lincoln Wayne “Chips” Moman
at Stax records. Featured on over 120 Top 40 songs, Reggie defined his style as a blend of Chet
Atkins and B.B. King’s styles.
“Buttermilk” John Hughey who co-founded The Phillips County Ramblers (1945-1949) with Harold
Jenkins located in Helena (Ar), joined Bob Williams before playing and recording with Slim Rhodes
at Sun in 1955 and 1956. He also played on Slim’s LP issued on Cotton Town Jubilee (102) in 1966.
These sides are now available on Gee-Dee CD 270132-2. John Hughey was back with Conway
Twitty in 1968 and recorded later with the who’s who of the country music before passing away from
a heart attack on November 18, 2007. Jimmy Smith, born in Jackson (Ms) was also a member of
The Phillips County Ramblers. Being blind he was very capable of leading himself and to live an
almost normal life. He lived for a while with Eddie and his parents before working, in the early 60s,
with Jack Earls.
Among the other members of The Stompers, through the years, we can find Ace Cannon (sax), Bud
Deckelman (gtr), Ellis Mize (bs), Tiny Fuller, Stan Kessler (bs), Ed Bentley. Tiny Fuller, a musician
who recorded and played with many bands, including Slim Rhodes, himself had a single on Marlin
in 1963, “Cat Walk”/”Shock” (6301) that feature Marlon Grishman on French harp. Tiny also had
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releases on Tab record, a Memphis’ label, which also recorded Eddie Bond, in the 70’s. These
sessions were produced by Chuck Comer with Bill Cantrell.
Bud Deckelman, born on April 2, 1927 in Arkansas had an interesting recording career starting with
“Daydreaming”/”Let’s Not Pretend” (Meteor 5014). Recorded in 1954 at Meteor’s location, 1746
Chelsea Avenue - Memphis - the sides were mastered at Sun by Sam Phillips. That song, issued
by Bud Deckelman with The Daydreamers, got action regionally and was quickly covered by Jimmy
Newman and brought several answer songs, the most famous being by Maggie Sue Wimberly with
Kenneth Lovelace on fiddle (Sun 229). Bud left Meteor in 1955, had six releases on MGM and was
signed by Acuff-Rose as a song writer, but never really fulfilled the promise of his first release.
Johnny Cash remembered him as being a really good country singer and Quinton Claunch as a very
likeable person. In the 60s, Bud ran Shelman Publishing with Bill Cantrell. He passed away on
February 28, 1998.
In 1955, Eddie Bond’s father put money into the game to help the Burnette Brothers to get their first
release on Von records located in Booneville (Ms). The producer was Buddy Bain, announcer and
dee jay on WCMA (Corinth, Ms) and himself a singer. “Bill” Bond wanted to manage The
Burnettes… a pretty hard challenge when you know the wildness of those Dalton brothers.
Booneville, a Mississippi town located 125 miles south of Memphis, had a radio station, WBIP.
Charles Bolton, who worked for that station, was the producer for The Dixieland Jamboree, a live
show played at the Von Theatre, owned by Sam Thomas, a black face comedian. Sam Thomas,
who was also the owner for Von records, recorded his artists in various locations such as Booneville,
Memphis, Hamilton (Al) or Montgomery (Al). I still wonder why Eddie Bond had any record on Von
‘cause if Eddie’s father wanted to put some money behind a singer why not start with his son? That
led me to think about the Burnettes’ Von release being made after Eddie had signed with Ekko, in
1955, and not in 1954 as stated on various discographies. Buddy Bain, announcer for “The Farm
and Home Hour”, cut in December 5, 1955, with Kay “Wayne” Crotts (vcl), Merle “Red” Taylor
(vcl/violon), Kenneth Herman (stl), Quinton Claunch (gtr), Jody Chastain (bass) and Jimmy Smith
(pno), “Can We Live It Down“/”Daydreams Come True” (Meteor 5027), a good hillbilly ditty! That day
Jody Chastain was on his first ever record. In March 1957, Buddy was the host for The Buddy Bain’s
Show on newly opened WTWV (Tupelo) and would marry Kay “Wayne” in June the same year. In
November 1957, he was a representative for his radio station for the sixth annual disc jockey festival
at station WSM in Nashville. It may sound strange but it seems many Memphis or West Memphis
DJs seem to have travelled to Nashville for that event. In 1960, he had a release on Tune and, later,
on Eddie Bond’s Millionaire records.
The Burnettes’ songs were cut in Corinth (Mississippi) with supposedly Tommy Seeley (fiddle), Paul
Burlison (ld gtr), Al Vescovo (dobro) and Dorsey (bs). Albert “Al” Vescovo, born on February 27,
1936 was at the age of 14 working the steel guitar with Buck Turner on WREC and, one year later,
with Gene Steele at WMC. He also recorded with Doug Poindexter at Sun records. Al was the one
who introduced Paul Burlison to the Burnettes and he knew Elvis from visiting the Courts. He just
remembered Elvis hanging around and listening. He was playing steel guitar at the Eagles Nest
when Elvis made one of his appearances there. Albert was not the full time steel player there, his
teacher and mentor, Dr. Hugh Jefferies was the full time musician. The band there was more akin
to Bob Wills and Jazz than what was to follow. They played "uptown" music being an orchestra. After
high school Al left Memphis to see a bit of the world, landed in Denver and later in California where
he passed away on October 11, 2011. Around the time of their recordings, The Burnettes with Paul
Burlison worked with Doc McQueen, playing on a steady basis at The Neil’s Hideaway in Millington
(Tn), 20 miles away. Two sides were issued on Von 1006, under Johnny Burnette’s name, and no
more than 200 copies came from the pressing plant. Hayden Thompson and his Southern Melody
Boys had ”I Feel The Blues Coming On”/”Act Like You Love Me” on Von 1001, recorded after Elvis
had a couple of records out, and Lloyd McCullough and the Driftin’ Hillbillies had ”Watch That
Girl”/”Oh Darling” on Von 1002. The Burnettes’ ”You’re Undecided” and ”Go Mule Go” are two
straight Hillbillies led by fiddle far from their 1956 and later releases. Very strange record but a very
common sound around Memphis back then. Stan Kessler did tell that the Burnettes were not playing
rockabilly ahead of Elvis... he said they did play uptempo country like Hank Williams’ "Mind Your
Own Business". The Von recording appears to bear that out being closer to the Delmore Brothers
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than Carl Perkins. ”You’re Undecided” was also cut for Coral to make their first record as Johnny
Burnette and his Rock‘n’Roll Trio when coupled with ”Tear It Up” (Coral 61651). A fabulous record
infected by the great rockabilly sound coming like a midnight train. Lloyd McCullough’s ”Oh Darling”,
cut with Bill Helms (gtr sol), Bo McCollough (rth gtr) and Buddie Hollie (bs) is a strong Hillbilly with
slap bass and guitar work borrowed from Scotty Moore. If recorded without fiddle, that late 1955
recording, we could have a primitive Rock-a-billy. In January 1956, Lloyd who owned a record shop
in Booneville was working for KWEM and the radio station made some promotion for his Von
release. Hayden Thompson’s songs are two great Country Blues, one side “Act Like You Love Me”
being a cover of a Jimmie Rogers’ mid 1953 release on Chess 1543. Hayden really got it… he later
recorded for Sam Phillips.
In 1956, The Dixieland Jamboree moved to The Coliseum Theatre in Corinth (Ms) to have larger
facilities. Eddie Bond was a regular artist on that show and later he hired Charles Bolton to work on
WVIM radio located in Coldwater, Mississippi. Eddie considered Charles Bolton as an awfully strong
force that helped him a lot when he started. On the ”Wildcat Jamboree” CD (Norton CED 314),
showcasing various Dixieland Jamboree live recordings from 1958 and 1959 by Lloyd Arnold,
Johnny Jumper, Leon Bass, Curtis Hobock, Bobby Pratt and Billy Wayne Rolison, we can enjoy a
commercial advert for Eddie Bond Lemon Oil Furniture Polish.
In 1955, after an unsuccessful try at Sun (Sam found his voice mediocre) and Meteor, owned by
Lester Bihari, Eddie Bond cut his first sides for Ekko being signed by C. G. “Red” Matthews in charge
of that California record label’s local representation located at 36 North Cleveland Avenue Memphis. Gladys Hart, who formerly operated her own school of music in Memphis, had joined the
label in charge of reviewing and screening the songs submitted to the label. Ekko already had in
their stable The Cochran Brothers (Eddie & Hank) who had two superb Hillbilly releases a little
earlier on Ekko 45-1003/1004 and 1005. In summer 1955, Red Matthews produced the session at
Murray Nash Associates Studio in Nashville, with Hank Garland (gtr sol), ”Smilin’” Eddie Hill (rth gtr),
Jerry Byrd (steel gtr), Floyd ”Lightning” Chance (bs), Buddy Harman (drums) and Marvin Hughes
(pno). The first single, “Double Duty Lovin’”/”Talking Off The Wall” (Ekko 1015) was issued in
October 1955. “Talking Off The Wall” was a cover of a Rhythm and Blues song recorded by Willard
Harris (with Ernest Brooks on vocal) issued on Ekko 20001 in September 1955 with “Straighten Up
Baby” on the B-side. Eddie’s next release was ”Love Makes A Fool (Every Day) ” and ”Your Eyes”
(Ekko 1016), in December 1955. That record was reviewed in the Rhythm and Blues category in
The Billboard issue dated February 4, 1956. ”Double Duty Lovin’” was written by Vernon Claud, born
in 1923 in Alabama, who also wrote and recorded the great ”Baby’s Gone” for Decca in 1958. Eddie
Bond again recorded “Double Duty Lovin’” for Sam Phillips in 1962 also working sides for the Phillips
International Gospel LP. That recording, and a new take of “Rockin’ Daddy”, stayed in the vaults
until issued on two different LPs, in 1977, Charly 30124 ”Best of Sun Rockabilly Vol 2” and Charly
30128 ”Catalyst Vol 13”. The four recordings made for Ekko are stunning Hillbillies you can’t miss.
In 1979, they were issued on the welcome EPs Rockstar RSR EP 2001 and 2002. It was a real gift
‘cause by then the original pressings were already impossible to find. Eddie probably got some
support from “Sleepy Eyed” John Lepley (WHHM), Bob Neal (WMPS), Dick Stuart (KWEM), George
Klein (KWEM), Jack Holden (KWEM) and Dewey Phillips (WHBQ) but the records just got small
local action.
Eddie Bond signed with Star Inc of Bob Neal who for a while used his WMPS location to handle the
business (his phone number was 5-2663) before moving office to suite 207 - Sterick Building - 160
Union Avenue in Memphis (phone 8-3667). Bob Neal, from 1948 to 1956, had an early morning
radio show named “The Bob Neal Farm Program” dedicated entirely to Country Music that helped
to promote bands in a 100/150 miles radius. He also owned a record shop in Memphis. Eddie was
soon on tour with Elvis, Carl Perkins, Charlie Feathers, Roy Orbison, and Jack Earls. Quite a few
times, Eddie Bond booked Lloyd McCullough for $20 to open for him with five songs. Lloyd Arnold
McCollough was another native of Memphis, born in June 25, 1935. Around the same time as Eddie,
Lloyd McCollough had ”Until I Love Again”, a Hillbilly weeper cut in November 1955, issued with
“What Goes On Your Heart” on Ekko 1023. Another record reviewed as an R&B lament in The
Billboard. Maybe reviewers didn’t listen to the wax before writing reviews.

To be continued...
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Obituary: Curtis Cornpone
Legendary Rock’n’Roll/C&W Star
Died April 1st
(Verdict: Assisted suicide by person or persons unknown)
By Neil Foster
Yet another great recording star has joined that jukebox in the sky.
In 1956, a recording by an obscure Texan C&W singer sneaked into the charts at no. 255. Who can
forget “Muleshit Boogie/Brown Suede Shoes”? Well, all of us as we never heard it (it sold 5 copies).
This was one of the first “crossover” records, when a C&W singer combines his style with that of
Rock’n’Roll. Everyone knows his name now but I wish to evoke his early days.
Born in Dullard, Texas, Curtis’s father and mother were simple, country folks (so simple that they
thought that the Bible was written in 1926). They attended the local Baptist church of St Ignoramus.
One night, the congregation was singing “What a Friend We have in Jesus” when a tornado hit the
town and destroyed everything. The church roof caved in. Curtis managed to crawl from the rubble
but he could still hear the minister singing (or was he crying for help?) Anyway, it was obvious that
he had found his friend Jesus because he suddenly stopped singing.
Bits of his body are still being discovered today. Until recently, they were on view at the “Chapel of
Rest”, run by an ex-military man called Colonel Tom Parker (“Entrance fee: $5, Exit fee: $25”).
Curtis became interested in country music just after he attended his first show, which featured
Johnny Cash, Jimmy Wages, Johnny Paycheck and Curley Money (none of whom got paid because
the promoter ran off with the takings).
Curtis’s first band was called “The Texas Tornadoes” with him on slap bass. (He slapped it because
it wouldn’t play in tune) but he then moved on to pedal steel guitar. It was quite some time before
he discovered why this would not fit into his guitar case (everything moves very slowly in Texas,
especially thinking).
When he first heard “Old Shep”, he realised that there was a ready market for dogie
songs (sorry, doggie songs) His self-penned “My dog dropped dead last night/The
other bitch didn’t” was a local hit.
He followed this with “Didya Miss Me?/Well, buy a better gun” and his next
waxing was “Whinging at Midnight/Send Me The Pillow That You Spew On”.
He was now winning lots of new fans (very useful things in Texas as the
summers are very hot) but lost many when he decided to cross over to
Rock’n’Roll.
He suffered several attacks by enraged cowpunchers (that’s American
for “wife- beaters”) and was branded on the buttocks by a whiskeysodden mob of red-necks. He also received lots of nasty letters from
the organisers of the “Grand Ol’ Opry” (most of them being “F” and “O”).
His death remains a mystery, insists the man who organised it. He is standing
behind me as I write these words, poking his sixgun into my left earhole. Who am I to
disagree?
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Any Celtic Music fans out there? Well, I wasn’t either until I spent quite a bit of the year in Brittany,
France. Here (we are in Brittany at the moment) at a modern south facing coastal town of Lorient,
for the first ten days of August, they hold the biggest Celtic Festival in the world and not in some
distant fields but right in the centre of the town.
Brittany openly claims to be independently Celtic and not French.
My wife and I enjoyed the 1950’s feel of rural Brittany and have made a second home here. The
town and village Fetes, for bread, Medieval times, prawns, hunting and shooting, cider, windmills
(the old type - did anybody complain about them?) have a wonderful old fashioned feel and in all of
these there is Celtic Music.
Although just a narrow Channel separates the UK from Brittany, the culture, in particularly,
music, is very different and we have grown to enjoy it. The accordion is rarely seen, it is the
Bombard, the Bagadou and the Batterie which rule here.
The Bombard is a clarinet-shaped instrument which sounds like a bagpipe (without
the drone) and, unlike the bagpipes, can play all the notes.
The Bagadou is a bagpipe, a smaller, simpler version and Batteries
are mostly very tight snare drums with perhaps a bass drum.
About ten of each (one bass drum) played together become
a town marching band called a Bagad.
Nearly every town in Brittany has one and, at Lorient, there is a fierce
competition to win the trophy for best Bagad, the prize including a year’s work touring
and making a CD, plus guesting at many others’ concerts and CDs. (The Bagad de
Lann-Bihoue, Lorient’s own, won last year and toured the world with the Chieftains)
At Lorient, each Celtic country is invited to become the year of… and 2012 is the year of Arcadia
(Canada east).
Acts booked this year include Buffy Saint Marie, Dominique Dupuis, The Bueno Vista Social Club,
De Danann, The Afro Celt Sound System and, surprisingly, Peter Gabriel. There will be over 30,000
musicians, dancers and performers taking part and on the last night they have a concert in the port
area and expect more than 12,000 there to see, this year, Dan Ar Braz and his guests. We have
seen him four times (once in Paris) with a huge group of excellent soloists and a Bagad. He is, for
us, the sound of Celtic music. If anybody is interested in hearing what I consider to be the best of
this music, there is a CD called The Heritage of the Celts which is led by Dan Ar Braz and is a
beautiful pastiche of Celtic music and one of my all-time favourite CDs.
Lorient has great pulling power and over the last ten years I have seen The Chieftains, Clanned,
Patrick Street, The Dubliners, Sharon Shannon, Capercaille, Joan Baez, Steve Riley, Carlos Nunez,
the Waterboys and Alan Stivell just to mention some of the better known names.
Of the lesser known artists, nobody picks up their instrument without being able to play it really well
and I am constantly stunned by the musicianship.
There are big festivals all over Brittany and I was told by one American artist that the French are so
hospitable that it is a popular place to come...
Carhaix, on the extreme western edge of Brittany boasts a mixed bag (as always) for its two day
festival which features, this year, Bob Dylan, Sting and The Cure.
I have found Blues, Jazz, Cajun and Pop festivals here with International artists but not yet a rock
and roll one... I’m still looking.
David Parker
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Mary Jean Lewis and the Starlight Boys – Missin’ Memphis
8 Ball Angel Records - 8BAMJLSB001
Following on from the Memphis EP reviewed in TFTW
62, this is the full album, and most enjoyable it is too,
Besides the three numbers from the EP, there are a
further ten trax here.
My favourite is probably Dix-A-Billy, a groovy, catchy
song which LaVern Baker recorded many moons ago.
As a genuine Dixie chick herself, MJ gives this one the
personal upbeat treatment it deserves, and there is a
smashing sax passage included, courtesy of Kenny
Tomlinson.
Whipper Snapper was another one that LaVern Baker
put out, written for her by top tunesmiths Leiber & Stoller.
Blasting saxophone once more, plus some gritty guitar
picking and clear tuneful vocals from Ms Lewis.
Love Locks is in a similar vein – I recall hearing this by
Nappy Brown, but I don’t know if someone else cut it
originally. Another sax driven number that swings along in fine style.
The Domino/Bartholomew composition Valley Of Tears is done as a dazzling duet with Keith Turner,
who displays his best Presleyesque voice to good effect on this meaningful interpretation.
The bouncy tempo of Lovin’ Fever, written by guitarist Martin Barrett reminded me a little of the Fred
Rose song Roly Poly which Bob Wills and Hank
Williams (among others) recorded, but that is no bad
thing at all.
MJ’s strong voice is evident on Tiny Topsy’s Come
On, Come On, Come On, which features some
splendid guitar playing in a powerful performance.
The aforementioned Keith Turner and Kenny
Tomlinson wrote Gone, Gone, Gone and Cruisin’
Down The Strip, and the pair are worthy of inclusion,
fitting in well, particularly the former which
embedded itself in my mind.
Marriage Blues is a sturdy number, sung in a
compelling way, whilst Daddy Daddy is a Rudy
Tombs torch song that Ruth Brown recorded in 1952.
With excellent accompaniment throughout, this disc
comes highly recommended, so don’t go Missin’
Memphis. Check it out at www.8ballangel.co.uk.
Shaky Lee

MaryJean with Frank Walker pictured at the
Wildest Cats In Town © Lee Wilkinson
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Hank Williams III
Electric Ballroom, Camden Town, June 20th 2012
I somehow thought it was the Camden Palace (now Koko's) the
other end of Camden High St, so Hank was already on stage
when I arrived about 4 minutes late, but I trust it was only his first
or second number.
The first portion was what he describes as Outlaw Country and
Hellbilly (which I mistook for 'hillbilly' till I looked it up again on
Wikipedia). It sounded basically the same to me, very uptempo,
kick your ass Country with some great fiddle playing and also
steel and dobro guitar, banjo, etc. I quite enjoyed this part of the
gig, though Jim Reeves it certainly wasn't.
Hank III was noticeably older than in video clips I've seen of him
some years ago (he turns 40 this year), and sported a baseball
cap with a tiny pony tail just visible.

Tony Papard
4 minutes away

Then it got really, really weird. Like the weirdest gig I've ever attended in my life.
First, what appeared to happen. They had an interval, showing totally disconnected film clips on a
screen while a few musicians (I use the term very loosely) played on the darkened stage. You
couldn't see who they were. It was sort of Heavy Metal or Heavy Metal meets punk I guess. A lot of
what I would call instrumentals, with some electronic voice noises. A few vocals. The lead
guitarist/vocalist, in almost total darkness, had hair down below his shoulders.
The film clips were really weird. Clips from old sci-fi and horror films of flying saucers, creatures from
the black lagoon, Africans in tribal dress, Patrice Lumumba (remember him? Assassinated
Congolese leader from very early 1960s), Salvador Allende, General Pinochet, Fidel Castro, a dead
Che Guevara, lots of pictures/newsreel clips of Ike, also Carter and Reagan. Captions about the
hollow Earth, clips about Atlantis, the JFK assassination, and captions from the Bible book of
Revelation about the last days.
I was fed up standing up by this time, so found a high stool (only one in the place) vacated, and sat
on that patiently waiting for this boring interval to end and for Hank III to come back on stage and
do his punk set or whatever he does.
This 'interval' went on for a full 90 minutes, all in complete darkness apart from the senseless film
clips, which also included some old adverts, or bits of them. Then suddenly the clips ended, the lead
guitarist (still in the dark) was seen to roll up his long hair and put on a baseball cap, then jump off
stage into the audience. It was, after all, Hank III himself.
John Disdale was apparently at the gig and left halfway thru this last part of the gig, which I
understand is known as Assjack after HWIII's Punk Metal group. I thought it was a bloody awful
racket, and John told me on my Facebook page he left halfway thru with his ears hurting. I'd have
left too, but I was waiting for Hank III to come back on, thinking this was some back-up band without
him.
I'd never sit thru this again. I might go to another HWIII gig and sit thru the Country/Hellbilly bits, but
not thru the Assjack stuff.
Only two songs I recognized in the whole gig - 'Thrown Out Of The Bar' and Hank Sr's 'I'll Never Get
Out Of This World Alive'.
Tony Papard
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and the Ten Commandments
I remarked in passing that the crowds that turned out to view the
passage of the Olympic torches through their towns were guilty of
idolatry, worshipping an inanimate object.
I was about to suggest that all 1,000 of these gilded ice-cream cones
could be melted down to produce a Golden Calf Mark 2 for the
gullible to dance around and praise in perpetuity so I went back to
The Bible to check my facts. And came up with a surprising and
influential fact surrounding both the Golden Calf and the Ten
Commandments.
The Book of Exodus tells how Moses went up on the mountain to have
a word with God, guided by a burning bush. Down below, the
Israelites, having just escaped from slavery in Egypt, were getting bored, so Moses’ brother
Aaron decided to amuse them by making a Golden Calf out of their discarded jewellery for
them to bow down before.
When God, who had just given Moses the Ten Commandments on tablets, found out both he
and Moses were cross, so Moses smashed the tablets, and told the Israelites they would just
have to believe he’d been given the missing tablets by God. Then there was a great deal of
throat slitting making many of the Israelites regret giving up comfortable slavery in
exchange for death.
So tablets from God that somehow disappeared remind you of anything? Correct, the whole
basis for the Mormon faith. In 1823 Joseph Smith was told by an angel that some golden
tablets would be shown to him, and he translated them into English, and they then
disappeared back to heaven. A likely tale, I’d always thought.
Now it seems the whole Judaeo-Christian
moral template is based on a fairy-tale.
Unless, of course, you can show me the
tablets, gold or otherwise.
Talking about Jews, did you know who
thought up the idea of carrying a torch
round the country for people to worship?
Hitler’s propaganda chief Josef Goebbels,
that’s who. The only time the Olympic
torch toured a nation was prior to the
Berlin Olympics of 1936. Let’s hope
whoever decided to repeat Nazi history
stops there; I’ve no stomach for invading
Poland.
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The

Vinyl Word

Nick Cobban has very kindly allowed TFTW to reproduce articles
from his blog (http://thevinylword.blogspot.com/) so feel free to nip
over and take a look at his many articles. Thanks Nick.
Porretta Soul Festival - July 2012
It's always a pleasure to get back to the Italian spa town of Porretta Terme for the annual Soul
Festival - not least because the weather here is hot, unlike the dismal rain and cold of England. This
is the 25th year of the festival, although rumour has it that it may be the last. Let's hope not.

Silvia Zambruno
© Paul Harris

This year's line up is well up to the high standard of previous years,
although the first evening got off to a slightly shaky start. First on was
an Italian lady from Turin named Silvia Zambruno, who billed herself
as 'Me and Mrs Winehouse'. She looks uncannily like Amy with her
petite figure and bouffant hair and has her mannerisms off to a T.
Vocally she's quite similar as well, although
lacking a bit of Amy's power. She sang a string
of Amy's songs including, inevitably, Rehab and
did Our Day Will Come as an encore. A pretty
good fake Amy and better than I feared she
might be.

Next on was a rather similar act in some ways - Robin McKelle (with the
Flytones) - who came across as part Etta James and part Amy but without,
I'm afraid, the class of either. A vivacious redhead, she tried - in fact she
tried too hard in the end, with her set dragging on for an hour and a half. She
started well with some quite impressive versions of Ready For Your Love,
Tell Mama, Nothing's Really Changed (from her album Soul Flower), Don't
Give Up and I'm A Fool. But things went downhill with an over the top and
inappropriately frantic version of Walk On By and I lost interest after that,
although her act continued through several more numbers.

Robin McKelle
© Paul Harris

This was very much a game of two halves and the festival really came
alive in the second part of the evening. The Bo-Keys, including Ben
Cauley on trumpet, Howard Grimes on drums, Archie Turner on
keyboards and bassist and band leader Scott Bomar (but sadly
without Skip Pitts, who died earlier this year) played some rousing
instrumentals, including Sundown On Beale, before Ben performed a
couple of vocals - Never Found Me A Girl and These Arms Of Mine.
He hasn't got the greatest of voices but it was definitely the real thing.
Joining them on stage was John Gary Williams, formerly of the Mad Lads, who came across
strongly on Fever, By the Time I Get To Phoenix, Closer To Me, a great
version of the Mad Lads song Don't Have To Shop Around, finishing off with
I Believe The Whole Damn World Has Gone Crazy. He's right. It was crazy to
limit him to just five numbers, as he was worth a whole lot more.
Finishing off the evening, backed by the Bo-Keys, was David Hudson,
dressed in a bright yellow suit, who set the evening alight with some classic
Memphis soul, some of it taken from the Al Green songbook. Starting with
Let's Stay Together, he moved on to a blistering version of God Blessed Our
Love, through Love and Happiness, A Rainy Night In Georgia and Honey
Honey, before climaxing with Try A Little Tenderness. David has great stage
presence and a voice that has not been damaged by the years and was a joy.
Altogether, not bad for day one.
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David Hudson
© Paul Harris

John Gary Williams
© Paul Harris

After its uneven start the night before, the Porretta Soul Festival really got
into its stride on the second evening. It was all meat with no filler. Once
again the Bo-Keys provided backing for two of the acts and after an opening
Soul Serenade it was straight into genuine deep soul with the mighty Otis
Clay - in my opinion the greatest living soul singer.
Dressed in a purple suit, he began with a tremendous version of Trying To
Live My Life Without You, with the Norman Sisters providing background
vocals, before launching into another of his all-time great songs That's How
It Is, with a bit of The Thrill Is Gone thrown in. Otis said that he had a new
album many years in the making soon to come out and did a couple of
numbers - Still In Love With You (I think is the title) and an impassioned soul
Otis Clay
drenched number called I'm Over You, with a great sax solo towards the
© Paul Harris
end by Kirk Smothers. Otis finished off with I Got To Get Back To My Baby,
with a crossover into She's Looking Good - another new record he said. His time on stage was all
too short, especially as it was followed by Robyn McKelle doing You Can Have My Husband But
Please Don't Mess With My Man, after which she received a Swarowski swan
for some reason. (OK, so maybe there was some filling, but not too much).

Syl Johnson
© Paul Harris

Next on was Syl Johnson, another of my favourite soul men, who started
brightly with That's Why and Straight Love, No Chaser, but then began
moaning about unpaid royalties on sampled records and beginning a lengthy
call and response session with the audience. Eventually he got his
considerable act together accompanying himself on guitar with excellent
versions of Any Way The Wind Blows, Sock It To Me, Is It Because I'm Black
(with some Reconsider Baby thrown in) and Take Me To The River. All of
these were excellent but the encore Sweet Home Chicago was rather average
and he seemed unwilling to leave the stage at the end.

As the stage was reset for the Bar-Kays another presentation took place - this
time featuring our very own Woodie Dave Thomas on behalf of In The Basement magazine. Dave
bravely, and nervously, read out a speech of thanks in Italian.
Larry Dodson
© Paul Harris

The second half of the show featured The Bar-Kays, with Larry
Dodson on vocals and original member James Alexander on bass
and included another original member, Ben Cauley, in the line-up for
the first time in over 30 years. The band went through the Stax
songbook and it went down a storm with the crowd, even if there was
little original apart from the inevitable, and excellent, Soul Finger.
Sweet Soul Music, Hold On I'm Coming, Soul Man, In The Midnight
Hour, Green Onions, For Your Precious Love, You Don't Miss Your
Water, When Something Is Wrong With My Baby, Mustang Sally, Last Night - they were all there,
with a video of the original acts playing in the background. A tribute to Otis Redding included I Can't
Turn You Loose, Try A Little Tenderness, Satisfaction, Dock Of The Bay and I've Been Loving You
Too Long, before they signed off with the Theme From
Shaft and an Isaac Hayes styled Walk On By. Nothing
very original then, but the band was tight and Larry put
his all into the vocals, and it was much enjoyed by the
audience.
After the show many of us retired to the Irish Bar, as
usual, and were treated to David Hudson singing
without a mic to a backing tape of his album. Slightly
surreal, but great fun.

Sweethearts © Paul Harris

Day three was, as ever, a reprise of the main acts of
the previous nights, although it began with an
Australian girl ensemble called the Sweethearts - a
group of around 30 schoolgirls from Geelong who
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played a variety of instruments and sang with gusto. They did
jazzy versions of My Girl and I've Heard It Through The
Grapevine, among others, and although not entirely to my
taste, they were easy on the eye and full of youthful
enthusiasm.
Then it was back to the main acts with the Bo-Keys on stage
again and Ben Cauley singing one number. John Gary
Williams sang a capella and then performed Shop Around
(specially requested by Dave Thomas) and The Whole Damn
Nick with Otis Clay
World Is Going Crazy. David Hudson reprised Let's Stay
Together, Honey Honey and Try A Little Tenderness, and Syl
Johnson was on great form this time with That's Why, Sock It
To Me and Take Me To The River, before Otis Clay brought the house down once again with Trying
To Live My Life Without You, I'm Over You and Got To Get Back To My Baby. The Bar-Kays varied
their shortened act by including Purple Rain and Freak Show On The Dance Floor and as usual all
the acts joined together on stage with an Otis Redding tribute.
Another great Porretta - hopefully not the last.
Betty Wright cleans up at the Jazz Cafe
Thursday, July 12, 2012
Betty Wright is one hell of a woman and a dynamic soul performer, as she showed at the Jazz Cafe
last night. The Miami based singer had her first major hit Clean Up Woman over 40 years ago but
she is still creating high class original music today: her recent album Betty Wright: The Movie,
recorded with The Roots and featuring input from Joss Stone, Snoop Dogg and Lenny Williams
among others, has picked up positive reviews.
Wearing a big Afro, short spangly dress and high heeled suede thigh boots, Betty stormed her way
through a near two hour high energy set of new and old material. She has personality in spades and
a great sense of humour. "Do I look like a male basher?" she asked. Well, yes, maybe!
Kicking off with her 1988 hit After The Pain she got the females in the audience going by urging them
to join her in repeating "That's the way I like it." She moved onto In The Middle Of The Game (Don't
Change The Play), a track from The Movie album, before rocking into her 1974 UK hit Shoorah
Shoorah, written by Allen Toussaint. After an exquisite version of Tonight Is The Night (allegedly
about her first sexual experience) she told the story of how she had fought - and won - a legal battle
when she found out it had been sampled in I Wanna Sex You Up by Color Me Bad and used in the
movie New Jack City.
Betty slowed things down next with another track
from her recent album - Go - an emotional and
intense song about domestic abuse. She seemed
almost in tears as she acted out the fear and
tension of being beaten by an abusive partner.
Then it was back to the old days with a fantastic
version of Clean Up Woman, with some James
Brown style Licking Stick/Soul Power additions.
Her last two numbers were her 80s hits Keep Love
New and No Pain No Gain - both of them
performed with great power and not a little
humour. Her encore - a rather cacophonous
tribute to Michael Jackson - was something of an
anti-climax, but overall this was a quite brilliant
show, and definitely my gig of the year so far.
Betty's backing band were excellent, as were her
female vocal backing threesome, comprising her
daughters.
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I went to the Queen’s Theatre to see a gig, the Liam Grundy Band, in the foyer next to the bar on
Sunday night (taking precaution to tape both the Spain v Italy and Ireland v Croatia games). What
drew me to this, as I have never heard of him, was that it was described as Roadhouse
blues/Country/Americana and that Liam had worked with Billy Swan, Scotty Moore, D J Fontana and
James Burton amongst others and had just recorded in Memphis. See http://www.liamgrundy.com/
No CDs on sale but he did mention he had recently recorded in Memphis. A very tight band
comprising Liam on vocals and piano, upright string double bass, drums and lead guitar. Varied
material included several country songs by Jerry Lee Lewis opening with “End Of The Road” as well
as the rocker “It'll Be Me”, also Leon Russell's “Masquerade”, Billy Swan's “I Can Help”, a track by
Lowell George of Little Feat, Fats Domino's “Blue Monday”, a song by Merle Travis, Jerry Reed's
“Guitar Man”, a self-composed song “Houston” (which his publisher suggested he change from the
original title of “Euston”!) Also Johnny Horton's “North to Alaska” and a great version of Charlie
Rich's ballad “Stay” (not to be confused with the Maurice Williams/Hollies song of the same name).
No blues as such but preceding his two sets and during the break lots of blues/R&B played such as
Muddy, Little Walter etc.
Worth catching and I would go see him again.
Brendon McGuinness

Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin also discuss this tome from page 44
This is the biography of the three superstar cousins, Jerry
Lee Lewis, Mickey Gilley and Jimmy Swaggart. It is written
by J. D. Davis, a fan of all three cousins, and he hails from
East Texas, not a great distance from Ferriday, Louisiana.
The book is extremely well researched, with very few errors
that I picked up. One was in Chapter 17 where it was
claimed Mickey Gilley saw Jerry perform in Houston in
1956, which states Jerry's records were on the radio and he
was driving a one-year old Cadillac. The only record
released by Jerry that year was the regional hit 'Crazy
Arms', and I'm sure Jerry didn't have a Cadillac that early in
his career.
However everything else seems pretty factual, with some
very interesting details on the life and careers of all three
cousins and their parents/grandparents. I didn't know, for
instance, that Jimmy was married to his wife Frances in
1952 when she was only 15 (Jimmy was 17). So another
illegal marriage by UK standards. However they are still
together as husband and wife.
Fascinating background and facts about all three cousins.
Although Jerry's life has been well documented in many
biographies, I learnt a lot of new information about Mickey and Jimmy.
What comes across very clearly is that Jimmy is the alter-ego of Jerry. Jimmy followed his religious
calling, encouraged by his paternal grandmother, Ada Swaggart. While Jimmy followed his calling
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from God and strayed several times, his cousin Jerry on the other hand followed a secular career
but on several occasions turned back to religion. The battle between what the two cousins perceived
as 'good' and 'evil' was thus played out in the lives of each of them. Of course their strict Pentecostal
'Assembly of God' upbringing had a very narrow concept of what was permissible, so no wonder the
cousins were riddled with guilt for things others would consider normal behaviour or, at worst, minor
misdemeanours. On the other hand, marrying under-age girls didn't give either of them an ounce of
guilt, yet most people would consider this constituted rape and paedophilia. The difference being,
of course, the Assembly of God sect endorsed marriage soon after puberty to prevent sex outside
marriage.
The complicated relationship between the cousins is fully explained. Ada Lewis Swaggart was Elmo
Kidd Lewis's sister, and Irene Lewis Gilley (Mickey's mother) was also a sister of Elmo, who was of
course Jerry Lee's father. Minne Bell Herron Swaggart (Jimmy's mother) was Mary Ethel 'Mamie'
Herron Lewis's sister, Mamie being of course Jerry Lee's mother, so Jimmy and Jerry are cousins
on both their mother's and father's side of the family.
Mickey is rather the odd one out in this trio. Not particularly religious, he has issues with Jimmy in
the way he collects money for his Mission from his congregation in the Family Worship Center in
Baton Rouge and on his radio and TV broadcasts. Also about Jimmy's 'fire and brimstone' brand of
preaching, and claiming people of other religions were all wrong and bound for Hell. Therefore
Mickey comes across as by far the most sensible and level-headed of the three cousins. He has had
many health problems and nearly died following cosmetic surgery which went wrong in 2004. Only
an operation saved him in 2008 from a condition known as hydrocephalus, or fluid on the brain. The
following year he was paralyzed when he fell while moving a friend's furniture, and is still slowly
recovering, not yet able to play golf or the piano, but otherwise making a remarkable recovery.
So much background information in this book about the three cousins. I never knew, for example,
that Jimmy also sang 'Drinkin' Wine Spo-Dee-O-Dee' at an early performance. I had heard about
his remarkable prophecies, such as an early one apparently about the atomic bomb. What struck
me is that many of the things the Assembly of God sect practice are also familiar to mediums and
psychics, such as prophecies, healing and 'talking in tongues' though the mediums/psychics would
call it 'channeling'. Still the image of Minnie Bell and Mamie crawling down the aisle of the little
Assembly of God church in Ferriday talking apparent gibberish would be enough to convince many
non-Pentecostals they'd walked into a madhouse.
Jimmy has sold many gospel albums and is by far the most financially successful of the three
cousins. His religious broadcasts reached the Soviet Union before it collapsed, and also reached
Red China. He could not, however, get his telecast put on the BBC. Jimmy's musical talents were a
great help in him achieving the status he did as a world evangelist second only to Billy Graham.
Mickey's relationship with the co-owner of Gilley's niteclub in Pasadena, Texas (Sherwood Cryer) is
fully explained. They took a rundown building and turned it into the biggest, most famous niteclub in
the world, featured in the John Travolta film 'Urban Cowboy'. Mickey has, of course, had more
number one hits than his cousin Jerry Lee Lewis.
There may well be a movie to come out of this book. Indeed one was planned about the three of
them, entitled 'Cousins', but I'm not sure what has happened to that project.
The tragedy for me is that, while many musical families are acknowledged worldwide, such as The
Osmonds, The Jacksons, The Carter Family, the Williams clan (Hank Sr, Hank Jr, Hank III), the
Lewis/Swaggart/Gilley/McVoy clan is largely unrecognized. Not least because they rarely perform
together. Also because Jimmy and Mickey have not travelled extensively abroad, at least not in
Europe. At least this book puts the record straight on the three super-stars of the extended family,
though still doesn't focus on the lesser musical careers of Carl McVoy, Linda Gail Lewis, Annie
Dolan, MaryJean Lewis and Phoebe Lewis.
A well-written book which is a must for all fans of Jerry Lee or his two famous cousins.
Tony Papard
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Can you return to your past? I had to try. Having joined the Star Club ‘Magnificent 7’ trip to Hamburg,
Joy and I decided to continue up to the north coast of Germany for a nostalgic visit.
In 1964, I had been in a popular semi pro Princes Risboro’ group, ‘Eddie Prince and the Creoles’ for
about 4 years. In this 5 piece combo, Trev, the drummer, and Dave S., the guitarist, decided to try
becoming pro, answering an ad from a group already working and touring Germany. This band was
called The Maggots and, consisting of four Liverpudlians, drums, bass and two guitars. With their
drummer and guitarist unhappy, they were replaced by Trev and Dave. This new line up settled into
a very versatile Pop/Rock/Blues/Country outfit playing anything to please young German audiences
around the Ruhr industrial area. This line up played a gig in Duisburg. Reg Owen (of Manhattan
Spiritual fame and an A & R man for Star Club records) was in the crowd and he suggested they
record a single which they did. Reg supervised the recording of ‘Ha Ha Mister Froggie / You’re No
Good (Star Club 148 527) in early 1965.
Edd, the rhythm guitarist, then had family problems back in Liverpool so Trev wrote to me to beg me
to join them as their keyboard player, which, with my Hohner electric piano and Burns amp (I still
have this) I did. I was married to my first wife, Ann, then and she came too to join Lesley, the other
Dave’s wife.
I easily fitted in and after playing around the Lippstadt area at different places we decided to look for
a residency (two weeks or more); we found one in the north at Oldenburg where we enjoyed 14 days
in a busy club being replaced by Black Cats Bones (Paul Kossof will join this group) who were semi
pro then and using holiday time to get experience. We got a residency in Norddeich, then Cuxhaven
and then moving south again.
We had such a good time in these two coastal towns that I always wanted to go back, like a kind of
mission, and here we were, Joy, my second wife and I on the train from Hamburg to Norddeich 47
years later.
Norddeich had changed very much. Our hotel was on a main street that I didn’t recognise at all.
What I remember was a tiny hamlet hidden behind an eight metre high dyke to protect it from the
ravages of the North Sea with a little port which did small business.
In 1965 our home became ‘Waterkant’, a barn shaped building run almost single handed by a lovely
blond lady, Meta. She ran the club, tended the bar and ran a small motel next door. She also fed us
and I can still taste the delicious fish pie and sauerkraut she served when a fisherman brought her
something from the catch. We set up our gear wondering where our audience would come from but
we had reckoned without Meta’s pulling power. That midweek night by 6.30pm the place was
packed and we didn’t start until 7pm, Meta told us to play ¾ of an hour on and ¼ off but not to restart
until she switched a red light off over the bar. We were always waiting to start but not until she and
her staff finished the drinks rush. We were extremely popular with Meta and the audiences there
who came from as far as 30 miles away because there was nothing in the area supplying live bands
on a regular basis and UK bands were a big draw in Germany. The two wives offered help, both
being a little bored and got paid jobs cleaning and changing the motel rooms. We also enjoyed the
extremely fresh air walking her two big dogs along the Dyke. It was a wonderful place to be.
Norddeich now is at least fifty times bigger with retirement housing and lots of hotels. The dyke was
still there and the port a little busier. The Club… it was still there, looking a little worse for wear,
especially amongst all the new buildings around it. Meta had retired only a few years before and
moved away. It was now run as a weekend Disco with occasional live local bands. It was closed
when we arrived (Monday and Tuesday) so we missed any contact with the new owner who was
Meta’s son. I have decided to write to him.
Then back to Hamburg by train, change, and on to Cuxhaven. In 1965 Cuxhaven was Hamburg’s
sea port, full of Icelandic fishermen and big ships, loading and unloading, which couldn’t get down
the Elbe to Hamburg, but even then Hamburg had started widening and deepening the river and all
the removed earth was being pumped the 60 miles or more to Cuxhaven to build a marina there.
We settled in the large flat above Club 99 where we would be playing for the next month, 7pm to
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Midnight, again ¾ on, ¼ off. Timing was stricter here as the club had two big bars and was behind
a small street bar which opened during the day as well. It was a popular club and Oscar, the
manager ran it for the owner who we rarely saw. Oscar liked us and was always seeing that we were
kept in liquid refreshment! We enjoyed playing and at midnight often went down to the dockside
bars, one in particular where another UK band played from 9pm to 3am. We got up and sometimes
did their interval and frankly they were not very good and were continually popping purple hearts mainly to keep awake!
Every month Club 99 had a guest band and during our stay (my keepsake poster shows) on
Saturday 16th and Sunday 17th October 1965 that band was King Size Taylor and his Dominos.
Entrance 4 Dm. We played before his late set and for some reason he didn’t have his keyboard
player so he asked me to sit in - a wonderful experience (at this year’s 2is show at the Borderline,
Keith arranged for me to meet him and he remembered Cuxhaven but not me. I didn’t expect him to
remember a couple of hours in a career spanning 50 years but he was so graceful in his apology).
We spent early mornings in the Sweblerhof where the other band played amongst Icelandic drunks
(and they could get really drunk) and other drinkers who had nowhere else to go. Trev, our drummer
went off with a Danish crew on a tug to Helgoland on a day off and we thought we’d never see him
again but, like a bad penny, he came back the next day. Trev was our loose cannon and always a
worry.
Back at the club the girls worked behind the bars and got 10% of their till and did so well they earned
more than the band was getting. However, good things must come to an end and on the 31st
October we were off down south to Wurzburg in the American Zone.
Cuxhaven today had not changed as much as I had expected. Many remembered landmarks
remain; a very ornamental old water tower, the town hall and even the harbour. The big marina was
finished and land had been built up beyond the dyke but the Icelanders no longer came and the big
cruise liners and even bigger container ships passed by on their way to Hamburg on the wider,
deeper Elbe so the harbour remains for a few tugs, local fishing trawlers and several day tripper
tours along the coast and even a two day trip to Helgoland. The 8 metre dyke has a break in it where
huge steel gates divide the harbour from the town. The North Sea is so unpredictable here that in
1963 a huge tide invaded the town, thus the gates.
The club? Sadly Club 99, 56 Bernhardstrasse no longer exists. In its place is a large block of holiday
flats but the rest of the street looks the same.
The town is gradually building trade up by adding large container docks and turning the town centre
into a tourist/pedestrian area with most of the old buildings and narrow passages remaining. The
large and dirty fishing community, Turkish immigrant fish gutters, and the drunks which were great
features of the town had all gone and the town has definitely cleaned up its act.
So, after three days of great sea food dishes and nostalgic wanderings we were back on the train
with a one and a half day, three train journey back to Rennes, France which is a 50 minute car ride
(with friends) from our house in Brittany.
I expect you have read about the strange concert ticket disappearance and magical reappearance
of them in Hamburg; well… we didn’t realise but our train tickets from Cuxhaven were a day out of
date but the inspector didn’t notice either. The overnight train, Hamburg to Paris, tickets were
specifically dated as we had a cabin but the inspector noticed our tickets were 20/03 not 20/04 so a
month out of date. With ‘our’ cabin filled by proper ticket holders and the train on the move, the staff,
beyond the call of duty, realised we had made a genuine mistake, and gave up their cabin for us.
For the final leg, Paris to Rennes (tickets also a month out of date), we decided to buy tickets as,
again, people would be in ‘our’ pre booked seats and also, we found that the timetable had changed.
Anyway we were insured.
So, we had travelled on ten trains, seen Hamburg for the first time and, for me, had a truly nostalgic
visit to two coastal towns which brought back many happy memories of being a professional piano
player.
People say you can’t or shouldn’t go back but I absolutely disagree.
David Parker
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For the Wildest Cats In Town #13 I met Lee Wilkinson at Liverpool Street
and we travelled down (or is it up?) by train via Norwich and checked into
our Club class chalet (only difference between that and a regular chalet is
that you have the luxury of living in a goldfish bowl. Very useful for loose
women (and loose men) wishing to advertise their wares lying or sitting half
naked on the bed, like in the Amsterdam red light district. Not so good if you
value your privacy.)
I understand it is not true that the many belt buckles worn by aging Teds
proclaiming that 'The South's Gonna Rise Again' are an advert for the
miracle-working properties of Viagra. (Think about it darling, as The Killer
would say.)
Anyway made it to the first band's set in the Prince's Hall which was Some Like It Hot (the band
which always backs Linda Gail Lewis nowadays. They were backing Sleepy La Beef at this
Weekender). After watching them (good set) we strolled into the Queen Victoria cafeteria for dinner,
which was steak pie, one of my favorites. Actually described on the Menu as 'Sleepy La Beef steak
and kidney pie'. As I remarked to Lee: 'No Sleepy appearing tonite - he's in the pie!'
Got changed into our yobbo gear (Teddy boy suits) and strolled over to Prince's Hall again to catch
Johnny Knife and the Rippers (or was it 'Johnny Knife and the Kippers'?) Anyway, the band was
introduced, the tall singer/guitarist whispered in the compere's ear and it transpired the program had
been changed without warning - this was in fact a Swedish band called Wild Rooster. They were
very good, though 'The Screamin' End' DVD of Gene Vincent showing silently on the screen at the
back of the stage thruout their set was a bit distracting. I don't like the kind of orange swedes served
up as a vegetable but I do find some blond ones more interesting, and there was one on bass guitar.
Then Johnny Knife came on, but I left to catch a bit of the Bobcats in the Ballroom.
We met up with MaryJean, her husband Gary and their party on a table towards the back of the
ballroom, then it was time for the American headliner that evening, the fantastic Sleepy La Beef
(who had apparently escaped being baked in a pie for dinner after all). Sleepy was scheduled to
perform for 45 minutes, but over-ran considerably. I think it was more like 90 minutes, but I enjoyed
every second of it. He sticks mainly to medleys nowadays, which some may find annoying, but it
does mean 'The Human Jukebox' is able to fit in a hell of a lot of songs including Rock’n’Roll,
rockabilly, Country and even gospel. One of my favorites he sang tonite in a medley was Ernest
Tubb's 'Waltz Across Texas' which segued into Jim Reeves' 'Four Walls' - fantastic stuff! Some LIke
It Hot were doing a great job as the backing band, with Andy Griffith on lead guitar, and a pianist
brought in (didn't catch his name) who did a great piano solo on 'Waltz Across Texas'. Some great
Rock’n’Roll from Sleepy of course, including 'Honey Hush' and many others - he really went thru the
Rock’n’Roll songbook. We also had gospel in the shape of 'Will The Circle Be Unbroken' and despite
the over-run, he was allowed to do one song as an encore. So, true to form, Sleepy did about
another 5-10 minute medley with Porky the compere having kittens
wondering if he was ever going to get off stage. He did, after ending his set
with 'Amazing Grace' (apparently not a reference to Grace Jones). Went
back to MaryJean's table where Gary, her Scottish hubbie, was less than
enthusiastic about Sleepy's set. I loved it, medleys and all.
Next band was Cliff and the Cavaliers as they are now billed, with the
drummer from Cliff's other band The Avengers (also he is ex-Flyin' Saucers
from years ago). Cliff was excellent as always, but the program was running
very late by now, so the last band of the evening, Furious, didn't get on till
about 2 am, 45 minutes late. I like this young band, but they sing everything
so fast and, er... 'furious' it is hard to make out the words. Who cares? It's
Rock’n’Roll!
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Sunday morning was the Jumble Sale - bought some rockin' birthday cards, and in the afternoon
was the Beach Party for those who didn't do the traditional Teddy boy/Teddy girl march down to the
Tramways pub, but just before it was due to start there was the one heavy shower of the weekend,
and the Two Hound Dogs DJs for some reason didn't have their usual gazebo with them. Afraid their
equipment would get wet in the rain (we all hate to get our equipment wet and soggy don't we?) they
moved the event to the terrace/grass outside the Queen Victoria pub (not the one in Albert Square
in the EastEnd) with the disco equipment inside the fire exit. Worried pub clientele might get trapped
in a fire, they were later told to move the equipment to one side. The non-beach party was very
enjoyable - brilliant sunshine, and Frank and I joined in the boppin' and strollin' on the terrace.
Several women wearing '1950s Pin-Up Girl' t-shirts kept requesting Si Cranstoun, the new rage of
the Weekenders, though of course unless you're Mamie Van Doren who in her 80s still looks a very
sexy 30 at the most (see fairly recent 'Vibrate' YouTube clip of Mamie), '21st Century Geriatrics'
might be a more appropriate description for the aging pin-up girls. I bolted inside the Prince's Hall
to catch Scottish band The Fretones, but they were cancelled (or rather postponed till much later),
so I rejoined Frank Walker at the sunny non-Beach Party. We had great fun singing new words to
'Lucky Lips' by Ruth Brown, changing the title and relevant lines to 'Great Big Tits' (I wonder why
Miss Dolly Parton hasn't recorded this version?)
After dinner (all nasty Greek and Indian foreign muck, so I chose salad instead) we changed in time
to catch The Rapiers (lots of misprints in the program, but at least they left the 'i' in for this
Shadows-type band). The one with glasses was wearing a very black wig, but just looked puzzled
when someone shouted out 'Elton John'. Russ Sainty did a short spot while they were on, but after
one number by him I headed back to the Prince's Hall to catch the last gig, certainly at this venue,
of CorrupTED with lead singer Yann Moremelons from France and his British back-up band. (Yann
now has a job with SNCF the French railways and has just about completed his lengthy training as
an engine driver. Keith Woods please note, French railways still train their drivers properly!) They
are a great little band and will be much missed, but then I had to head quickly back to the main
ballroom for The Collins Kids (Kids? Who are they kidding?) Good set, mainly watched from
MaryJean's table as my winkle-pickers were making my feet ache with all the standing watching
bands. They should supply foot massages for us aging Teds.
I summoned up the energy to head down to the front of the stage again for Crazy Cavan and the
Rhythm Rockers with Breathless Dan's brother Mike Coffey on drums (sometimes he's replaced
by another drummer). Cavan were in good form, but I was unable to get on stage for the traditional
party atmosphere near the end of the set due to being too far back and the Security not allowing any
more on stage via the steps. Battersea rocker Adrian got up on stage for one number, but was
unable to get back on for the finale and remonstrated vigorously with the Security guy. (Val and her
mother Midge, two Lennerockers groupies, said Adrian was a good singer and entered the Talent
Contest, which I missed).
I was still waiting for Marilyn Monroe to make a posthumous
appearance as she was prominently pictured on the front page
of the program, but so far no show. Presumably the lights were
too bright for the ectoplasm to form, so feeling very tired I headed
back to the chalet, missing the Foggy Mountain Rockers and
also the Fretones new spot. MaryJean encouraged me to stay
up till about 3am to watch them, but I was longing to get my
winkle-pickers off and was just too knackered. Definitely getting
old!
Sunday was the Car Cruise into Lowestoft. I got the special bus
in, where Danny and the Seniors and The Two Hound Dogs
record hop entertained us and the Mayor of Lowestoft in his
ceremonial attire. Lots of bopping and jiving, then the classic cars
arrived with The Collins Kids and Sleepy La Beef, who had
already performed, but no Wanda Jackson. I got my photo taken
with Sleepy, and went up to Larry Collins while one of their early
records was being played and commented that his voice didn't
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sound quite the same - he no longer seems to hit those
high notes. He laughed and said 'they dropped'. Mmm I refrained from saying a really dedicated artist would
have the operation so he sounded the same as on his
early recordings.
Back by coach to Pontins to catch the excellent Flyin'
Saucers in the Prince's Hall, their traditional Sunday
afternoon spot. Great as always, Sandy Ford never fails
to deliver the goods. Then I met up with my friends from
Norwich who took me into Lowestoft again in their car,
and back in time for dinner.
That evening I rushed into the main ballroom to catch the
Kingcats, a fantastic band in my opinion. Love their
'Knock Knock Rattle' number, and bought a CD last year I was so impressed. Next up was
MaryJean Lewis, backed by her excellent Scottish band The Starlight Boys, making her stage
debut at the Wildest Cats (though she attends with Gary every year). Stunning in a red, clinging split
dress, she also did Ruth Brown's 'Lucky Lips' and
a nice surprise was a song about the Wildest
Cats Weekender and the traditional Teds' march
down to the Tramways pub, written by two of
MaryJean's Scottish friends especially for her.
'Dixiebilly', 'Love Lock' and that other song about
'Memphis' (not the Chuck Berry one) were some
of the other numbers she did, alternating between
singing standing up at the mic and accompanying
herself on keyboards. The guitarist broke a string,
so being the professional she is MaryJean sent
the rest of the band off stage, and sang a
beautiful version of 'Over The Rainbow' just
MaryJean & Starlight Boys
accompanying herself on piano, introducing it as
© Lee Wilkinson
sung also by Gene Vincent and 'my Uncle Jerry'.
Wanda Jackson was the headliner Sunday evening, but she was very late arriving on stage. Porky,
the MC, said she was nervous about coming on (following the stunning MaryJean? Why put the two
female acts on following each other I wonder?) He said to give her a big cheer when she finally came
on, which we did of course. Wanda did her usual stage act, recounting the story of her life between
numbers. Her two big rockers 'Let's Have A Party' and 'Mean Mean Man' sounded as fresh as ever,
and she did the ballad she wrote 'Right or Wrong'. I was never sure how 'Fujiama Mama' got to be
a #1 hit in Japan of all places with lines about Nagasaki, Hiroshima and 'when I start erupting ain't
never gonna stop'. Hardly very tactful from an American I would have thought. Apparently Wanda
didn't appear to sign autographs after either, so perhaps suffering from a fear of public appearances
late in her career.
Following Wanda were the German band, The Lennerockers. Always great with their stage
acrobatics and fooling around (especially the double-bass player). Of course Lonnie Donegan's
'Puttin' On The Style' (complete with washboard and banjo) was included in their set, which also
included The Killer's 'Rockin' My Life Away', 'Great Balls of Fire' and 'Whole Lotta Shakin'' during
which the pianist plays with his feet whilst sitting on the top of his upright piano. I hung around for
Wildcat Pete's record hop and caught a couple of numbers by the last band of the weekend, The
Jets, then retired to the chalet to start my packing and get some kip.
Another great weekender, and we've booked again for next July when Hayden Thompson, Jack
Scott and Gene Summers headline, supported by Cliff and The Pirates (Johnny Kidd's band),
Tommy Steele's brother Colin Hicks, Vince Eager and a great line-up of bands including Cavan,
Matchbox, Lucas and the Dynamos, Furious and The Lennerockers.
Tony Papard
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CD REVIEWS
Hi there, Kats and Kittens. It’s Boppin’ Brian (a.k.a. Hard Rock Bunter,
a.k.a. Brian Clark) with a look at some recent rockin’ CD releases

Hi folks! Boogie Boy Bunter here, expressing his
appreciation of a trio of new releases for your edification.
First is a fine double-CD on a label responsible for many
interesting compilations of late, Fantastic Voyage. FVDD
117 trains the spotlight on one of the most successful R&B
singers of the early '50s, Johnny Ace, whose actual
recording career lasted barely three years; he died
tragically on Christmas Eve 1954 backstage at the Civic
Auditorium in Houston, Texas, while playing with a gun after knocking back a few alcoholic drinks.
It's thought that Ace indulged in a game of Russian roulette; whether this is the motive or not, what
is certain is that the world of rhythm and blues had lost one of its brightest stars, one who was aged
just 25.
"Ace's Wild" brings together not only Johnny's entire solo
output cut for Don Robey's Duke imprint between 1952-54, but
all known recordings as a session pianist, plus many of the
tribute records that emerged after Ace's passing, such as
Varetta Dillard's "Johnny Has Gone", Johnny Fuller's "Johnny
Ace's Last Letter" and Linda Hayes' "Why Johnny Why?".
John Marshall Alexander was born in Memphis in June 1929,
and by 1952 he was regular pianist for the local outfit, the Beale
Streeters, and it was this group who backed B.B. King, Bobby
"Blue" Bland and Earl Forrest on a series of sides cut in
Memphis in 1951-52, some of which occupy CD 2; Forrest's
"Whole Heap Of Mama", "Rumpus Romp" and "Rock The
Bottle" will excite the rockers, while young B.B. and Bobby wail
some tremendous blues by way of "Someday Somewhere", "Low Down Dirty Baby", and "Gotta Find
My Baby" (B.B.) and two takes of "Driftin' From Town To Town", "I.O.U. Blues", "Wise Man Blues"
and "No Blow No Show" (Bland).
As mentioned earlier, all Ace's Duke sides are here, on CD 1, including the previously-unheard-byyours-truly "Midnight Hour's Journey", a cool blues typical of Johnny's Duke output. "Pledging My
Love" and "Anymore" (also heard in overdubbed form) are here along with "My Song", "Angel", "The
Clock", "Cross My Heart", "Saving My Love For You", "Follow The Rule", the instrumentals "Ace's
Wild" and "Burley Cutie", "Please Forgive Me", "Yes Baby" (a duet with then-labelmate Big Mama
Thornton) "Still Love You So", "So Lonely", "You've Been Gone So Long", "Don't You Know", "No
Money", "How Can You Be So Mean" and "I'm Crazy Baby". Fine.
But I wouldn't offload that long-deleted MCA reissue of 1995, with extra tracks, of the "Memorial
Album" (MCD 32642) just yet, as for some reason the last line of "Never Let Me Go" is inexplicably
faded on this new release. Why? It's the only spoiler in an otherwise perfect package, still, many
congrats and thanks to Fantastic Voyage for noting 60 years since Ace's first entry in the Billboard
R&B chart and to Dave Penny for a typically informative and engaging booklet note.
Keb Darge and Little Edith are two popular DJs on the rockabilly/rockin' R&B circuit who have
already compiled two strong collections of '50s rarities, one devoted to "Legendary Rockin' R&B",
t'other to "Legendary Wild Rockers"; now, on BBE CCD 214, there's a second helping of
"Legendary Wild Rockers", containing (largely) 21 real obscurities (to me, anyway) although the
likes of the Braves' "Woodpecker Rock", Larry Donn's "Honey Bun", and Don Willis's "Boppin' High
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School Baby" will be old friends to many, including me. I recall
buying a repro of Jackie Gotroe's "Lobo Jones" from
Moondogs back in the mid-'70s, and it still sounds as sharp as
ever today.
Of the rest, Jimmy Grubbs' "Let's Rock Tonight", Bobby
Lollar's "Bad Bad Boy", the Catalinas’ "Catalina Push", Hank
Le Gault's "I Knew", and Bobby Lawson's "If You Want My
Love" are strong rockabilly items. Deacon and the Rock &
Rollers' "I Don't Wanna Leave" and Dubb Pritchett's "Five
O'Clock Hop" are hillbilly rockers, the latter with prominent
steel guitar. Strollers will go for Allen Page's "She's The One
That Got It", the Rhythm Rockers' "Madness" and Bryan
"Legs" Walker's "Trick Or Treat", while the Shandells' "Gorilla"
is very similar to the Ideals' original. Bob Vidone's "Untrue" is
a good rocker with a rasping sax break, while the Skee Brothers' "While I'm Away" is a swingin'
rocker with a jangly piano solo.
Instrumental fans will enjoy the Link Wray-like "Lemon Lime" by the Tempests, the Rumblers-ish
offering by the Swanks, entitled "Ghost Train", and the Ventures-esque "2-3-4" by the Rockin'
Continentals, and the Excels bring up the rear with the guitar rocker "Let's Dance" that puts this
scribe in mind of the Rockin' Rs of "Crazy Baby" fame.
And finally, a copy of Excello legend Lazy Lester's most
recent CD has just reached me. "You Better Listen"
(Bluestown BTR 1025), is a strong 13-tracker that sees
the great bluesman accompanied by a small group of
Norway's finest blues musicians, in guitarist Morton
Omlid, Jens Olav Haugen on electric and acoustic bass
and Eskil Aasland on drums, and indeed the whole
album was recorded at the Juke Joint studio, in
Notodden in Norway. Guest musicians, on certain tracks,
are Espen Fjelle on keyboards, Runar Boyesen on
accordion, Knut Henning Slettemo on washboard and
spoons and background vocalist Trond Ytterboe.
The album was released last year so it's assumed the
sides were cut late in 2010 or early in 2011. The
production is fine, even if it lacks the punch of Lester's
excellent 2001 collection on Antoine's "Blues Stop
Knockin'", and the CD starts strongly with solid renditions of Lester's one-time labelmate Lightnin'
Slim's "Rooster Blues" and "You Better Listen". Lester also gives a nod to another legend connected
with the equally legendary Nashville-based label, Slim Harpo, via "Baby Scratch My Back" and
revisits one of his finest Excello cuts, "The Same Thing Will Happen To You". Lester can also be
heard paying tribute to a few blues greats, namely Jimmy Reed with "Bright Lights Big City", John
Lee Hooker with "When My First Wife Left Me" and Guitar Slim's "Think It Over (One More Time)".
Speaking of Jimmy Reed and John Lee Hooker, "If You Don't Want Me Baby" has a "Big Boss Man"
feel about it, while the Hooker boogie feel permeates the speedy "O. J. Shuffle". Lester's unique
version of the country standard "Blue Eyes Crying In The Rain" moves along in a mid-tempo Chuck
Berry-esque manner, while the instrumental "Paradise Stomp" lives up to its title through its busy
tempo. That leaves two slow blues items, "Ethel Mae", and the - for me- superior dramatic sound of
the "Courtroom Blues". All in all an enjoyable set; the quality of Lester's vocalising, and his prowess
on harmonica and guitar remain undiminished.
See ya next time!
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SOUL KITCHEN
“Required reading” - John Broven.

LOST SOUL
Fellas, better treat her right!
LOU PRIDE
Lou Pride was yet another largely unsung hero of Soul music. Pride
was one of the great 'Independent label' artists, and like so many of his
contemporaries, he was striving for the one thing that was missing, the
distribution power of a national label, thereby giving his sensational
soul exposure to a far greater audience.
Lou Pride was born in Chicago on 24th May 1950, christened George
Lou Pride. His background followed the same paths, like so many Soul
Singers, with his roots firmly established in the church. It was at the
First Baptist Church of North Chicago where Pride got his musical start. His biggest inspiration was
his Pastor, the late Reverend E J Cole, father of Nat King Cole and grandfather of Natalie Cole.
But it wasn't until his mother took him to see the blues great, BB King, when he decided that singing
commercially would become a career goal. It was shortly after this that Pride made his first solo
appearance. Even though this was way back in his grade school, he received a standing ovation for
his performance of the standard, 'Blue Moon'. There was now no stopping the young Pride as he
started out on his long road into the world of soul music.
His first break came performing with the group The Karls, whilst on military service in Germany. This
lasted for two years, after which he returned to the US, settling in El Paso, Texas. He began
performing as one part of a duo, with a female singer, who went under the name of JLC. Named as
JC & Lou, their act was out of the same mould as Sam & Dave. This liaison was short lived as JLC
got married and decided to settle down, which left Pride at a loose end. Pride was encouraged by
his manager Jim Dorman to go it alone.
Still in El Paso, Pride got his first real break in the early seventies with his first recording session.
His debut forty five on the Suemi Records label, 'I'm Com'un Home In The Morning'. This 100mph
soul stomper, with the weirdest of brass arrangements ever, many years later became a gigantic hit
on the Northern Soul Scene and remains so to this day. The b side shows the other side of Pride
with the excellent slowie 'I'm Not Thru Loving' You'.
After this initial release he recorded at the famed Hi Studios in Memphis, which results in his second
release on Suemi Records, 'Lonely Road' b/w 'Your Love Is Fading'. The a side being a tremendous
deep soul outing, whereby the uptempo flip once again filled the Northern dance floors.
Pride continued to tour, singing soul and blues, appearing with some of the greats, Clarence Carter,
Betty Wright, Ko Ko Taylor, Kool & the Gang, and to take things full circle BB King. Also he was
building quite a following on the Chitlin' circuit throughout the South and Midwest, and became a
regular festival performer.
During his years as a journeyman singer he carried on his recording career right through the
seventies. He recorded spasmodically for a variety of independent labels, including Albatross,
Gemco, and Onyx labels, releasing many obscure hard to find singles, and achieving a minor local
hit here and there. Pride waxed some exceptional deep soul along the way, particularly his two
Albatross label releases, 'Look Out Love' and 'You've Got To Work For Love'. Another notable
offering is 'Been Such A Long Time', on Onyx.
In the summer of 1979 things started to look up when in Albuquerque, New Mexico, Pride met
Gordon Devore of Mixed Media Productions. This meeting resulted in his very first album, VERY
SPECIAL, on Black Gold Records, released in 1980.
After the release of his VERY SPECIAL album, he continued touring and performing throughout the
States. In 1988 his second Black Gold album, GONE BAD FOR A VERY SPECIAL REASON, which
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was more or less a re-issue of his 1980 album, was released, and at last things finally started to fall
into place.
On returning to Chicago, Pride met the Reverend Charles L Fairchild, who introduced him to Curtis
Mayfield, which resulted in his Curtom release GONE BAD AGAIN, on which you find two
tremendous deep soul offerings in 'Very Special' and 'We're Only Fooling Ourselves'.
He later recorded for a number of other labels, including several albums for Ichiban in the nineties,
WMB records and Ice House records, before hooking up with Severn Records in 2002, which
remained his recording home until his death.
The big voice from the Windy City mesmerised us all with his unequalled soul voice, that embodied
many of his contemporaries, such as Bobby 'Blue' Bland, Z Z Hill and Little Milton, live at the Blues
Estafette, Utrecht in November 2003, and two 100 club gigs, London, in April 2004 and more
recently in October 2007, a costly TFTW promotion.
Lou Pride died 5th June 2012 of natural causes.
soulsssssssssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssssoulssssssssssssssssoul
SOUL/R&B SINGLES released in the UK by label. 1970. Catalogue numbers in brackets. (Part 1)
ACTION
Action Records was a specialist Soul Record label started by John Abbey in 1968 and distributed
by Island records. It replaced Island's legendary Sue Record label.
Bobby Bland - Chains Of Love/Ask Me ‘Bout Nothing (But The Blues) (4553)
The Olympics - I'll Do A Little Better/The Same Old Thing (4556)
Jeanette Williams - Hound Dog/I Can Feel A Heartbreak (4557)
Eddie Wilson - Get Out In The Street/Must Be Love (4655)
A&M
Sonny Charles - It Takes A Little Longer/Welfare Man (787)
Sonny Charles - Black Pearl/Lazy Susan (752)
The Checkmates Ltd feat. Sonny Charles - Proud Mary/Spanish Harlem (769)
The Checkmates Ltd - I Keep Forgettin'/Do You Love Your Baby (780)
Phil Flowers - Like A Rolling Stone/Keep On Sockin' It Children (766)
Phil Flowers - Every Day I Have To Cry/If It Feels Good, Do It (784)
Quincy Jones - Killer Joe/Oh Happy Day (781)
The Sister Love - Forget It, I've Got It/Eye To Eye (772)
The Sister Love - The Bigger You Love/Piece Of My Heart (808)
Ike & Tina Turner - Make 'Em Wait (783)
APPLE
Billy Preston - All The Love I've Got/As I Get Older (21)
Doris Troy - Ain't That Cute/Vaya Con Dios (24)
Doris Troy - Jacob's Ladder/Get Back (28)
ATCO
Atco Records was a subsidiary of Atlantic Records.
Arthur Conley - They Call The Wind Maria/Hurt (226011)
King Curtis - Teasin'/Soulin' (2091.012)
R B Greaves - Fire And Rain/Ballad Of Leroy (2091.013)
Donny Hathaway - The Ghetto part 1/part 2 (226010)
Johnny Jenkins - The Voodoo In You/Backside Blues (226009
Otis Redding - Look At The Girl/That's A Good Idea (226012)
Otis Redding - Wonderful World/Security (2091.019)
Dee Dee Warwick - She Didn't Know (She Kept On Talkin')/Make
Remember you're in
Love To Me (2091.011)
safe soul hands with....
Dee Dee Warwick - If This Was The Last Song/I'm Only Human
(2091.014)

SOULBOY

Keep on keeping on
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SOUL SCULLERY
On Sunday September 24th 2007, Tales From The Woods was
indeed proud to present American blues/soul man of acclaim at the
legendary 100 Club, who were still running their northern soul nights
with whom the name Lou Pride meant reverence and whose records
were eagerly collected by the genre’s aficionados. Another bonus we
foolishly thought was that, the evening prior, the record company Kent
were holding a big bash at the Forum, Kentish Town which meant
soul fans descending on the venue from all points north, south, east
and west. Fellow Woodie and rhythm guitarist in Lou Pride’s British
backing band, Mo Indigo, Harry Lang and I were outside the Forum
handing out flyers on this rather wet and dismal late September
evening until very late.
Come the following day the anticipated influx of soul and blues fans
failed to materialise either from the 100 Club’s own northern soul night
or those of the previous evening. What we did get was around 50 or
60 fans turn out for one of the greats. A member of the backing band
blamed me; wrong night of the week, ticket price too high at £20. I did remind him however that I
attended a west end cinema a few nights before and the cost of entry was £18:50p, Sadly the cost
of hire of a central London venue is a little more than the use of Upper Twiddle Social Club. I believe
also the blame of the constant drizzle was firmly placed at my feet.
Despite all that Tales From The Woods did what is now expected of us, that is to promote a quality
show. The backing band were tight and very professional, Lou was in beautiful soulful voice that was
admired by the fans who did take the trouble to turn out, Lou of course a perfect gentleman took the
low turnout in his stride. That of course is the abiding memory that will linger of this legend of
soul/blues. It would prove to be Lou’s final London appearance. So once again blues fans let
themselves down. Do I detect a pattern here?

Rock’n’Roll on RADIO CAROLINE
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT
Between 6pm & 9pm UK time
with your host Dell Richardson & guests!

TO LISTEN ON BROADBAND INTERNET THEN GO TO
EITHER OF OUR WEBSITES ON www.caroline.rockers.co.uk
or www.radiocaroline.co.uk
To tune in your satellite set top box, go here

The Boat That (still) Rocks!
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It’s pretty hard to know how Elvis’ engagement in Shreveport happened because a Memphis guy
coming for his first performance as a guest was not big business for the Shreveport’s bookers.
History was written later and some facts had to be remembered. The Louisiana Hayride was the
second largest Country music radio showcase and Sam Phillips, a sharp businessman, sure had an
eye on that show. That live Country show, broadcast by KWKH who had 50,000 watts power, was
the first to bring, in 1948, frequency modulation to the Ark-La-Tex population. A portion of the show
was broadcast over KTHS in Little Rock (Arkansas), on the CBS radio network station in thirteen
states and by the Armed Forces. That show, a three hour live country music program in front of three
thousand eight hundred customers, was the stepping stone for Johnny and Jack, Hank Williams,
The Carlisles, Webb Pierce, Slim Whitman, Johnny Cash and a hundred country performers. Sam
Phillips had sent a promotional copy to KWKH and that August he packed his car and hit the road
to preach to every promoter, disc jockey and radio station in the South. Sam may have decided to
wait to book The Hayride until after the Grand Ole Opry performance. He thought Elvis would be a
sensation at the Opry and didn’t want to make any commitments too soon.
Stan and Pauline Lewis with EP Local DJ at KCIJ, T. Tommy Cutrer had been playing “Blue
Moon of Kentucky” around town for some time but just can’t
play “That’s All Right” on his program. Fats Washington
who played R&B on KENT had spun the record on air when
Sam Phillips went to Shreveport. Stan Lewis had the record
in his shop located just around the corner of the Auditorium.
Lewis’ mail order records and radio shows became an
important way for the young white cat to experiment with
new styles and new sounds. Tillman Franks who heard
“Blue Moon of Kentucky” had talks about Elvis with Billy
Walker and Pappy Covington. He also played that Sun
record by “the white boy with the funny name” to Horace
Logan after picking up a copy at Stan’s. When Tillman
needed to have a replacement for Jimmy and Johnny on
October 16, 1954, he called the Sun office to make an offer
to Elvis. His call was made from Pappy Covington’s office
in the building and Sam called back, when Elvis showed, at
the very same number. The booking was set with the
approval of Horace Logan. On that date, Jimmy and Johnny
had a far better paid engagement ($500) scheduled at the
Eddy County Barn Dance in Carlsbad (New Mexico).
Sam Phillips, Elvis, Scotty and Bill checked into Shreveport’s Captain Shreve Hotel on Friday night.
Bob Sullivan, sound engineer at KWKH, said Presley and his band didn’t know where the Municipal
Auditorium, the site of the Hayride, was located, so they followed Sullivan in their car as he headed
over to the site for the night’s show. On Saturday October 16th, Frank Page introduced Elvis on the
Lucky Strike Guest Time, after Floyd Tillman as guest star, and the young man from Memphis with
the new and distinctive style went straight on with “That’s All Right” with his sidemen wearing
matching country shirts with decorative bibs. On that recording, Bill Black’s bass is not well miked
but Scotty’s guitar licks went real great. After the performance, Frank Page came back and talked
clearly about that “Rhythm and Blues song”. Something you won’t ever hear on the Grand Ole Opry
stage. Next song was a bright version of “Blue Moon of Kentucky”. Both performances were
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recorded on audiotape for the Lucky Strike Corporation that was the
sponsor for that segment and remains the best-preserved recording of
Elvis on the Hayride. Rather funny when you know about the Hayride
policy being to fine anybody who smoked in the stage area $100. Horace
decided to let the band play again in the second segment and Elvis did the
same two songs with success. Other performers for that show were Buddy
Attaway, Betty Amos, Hoot & Curly, Tibby Edwards, Jack Ford, Ginny
Wright, Merle Kilgore, Martha Lawson, Jimmy Newman and Dobber
Johnson.
Some of the Hayride veterans, like 27 year old Jimmy Newman, who had
just had his big hit with “Cry, Cry Darling,” regarded the proceedings with
a certain amount of suspicion. “I’d never seen anything like it before. Here
comes this guy, I guess you could almost call him an amateur, rings of dirt
on his neck, but he had it all right from the start. He didn’t work into it, he
just knew what he was going to do. We’d just stand in the wings and shake
our heads. It can’t be, it can’t last, it’s got to be a fad.”
“What he did,” said Jimmy C Newman, “was he changed it all around. After
that we had to go to Texas to work, there wasn’t any work anywhere else, because all they wanted
was someone to imitate Elvis, to jump up and down on the stage and make a fool of themselves. It
was embarrassing to me to see it - Elvis could do it, but few others could.” Bob Luman was himself
all shook up and forgot about Country music after seeing Elvis on stage in Kilgore (Tx) on August
12, 1955.
A tall, skinny singer from Shreveport with a show on KNOE-TV in Monroe (La) sidled up to the new
sensation - he was barely 20 himself and had been knocked out by Elvis Presley ever since hearing
the first record at Jiffy Fowler’s Twin City Amusements, a jukebox operation in West Monroe. “I said,
‘Hello, Elvis, my name is Merle Kilgore.’ He turned around and said, ‘Oh, you worked with Hank
Williams.’ I said, ‘Yeah.’ He said, ‘You wrote “More and More” (a No. 1 hit for Webb Pierce in the fall
of 1954).’ I said, ‘Yeah.’ He said, ‘I want to meet Tibby Edwards.’ It was the first thing he said to me.
Tibby recorded for Mercury, and he was a star. I said, ‘He’s my buddy, we room together here in
Shreveport.’ And I went and got Tibby and introduced him to Elvis. That’s how we got to be friends.”
“I think he scared them a little (in the first show),” said Merle Kilgore. “He was really on the toes of
his feet singing, I think they thought he was going to jump off the stage. But when he came back out,
he destroyed them - by now they knew he wasn’t going to jump off the stage and beat them, and
they absolutely exploded.”
Elvis may have played a date at The Old Barn Dance in New Orleans on October 22 and been on
The Louisiana Hayride on Saturday October 23 but there is no firm evidence and I am pretty dubious
about those two dates. There’s some memories about Elvis coming with the Blue Moon Boys for a
Hayride performance and borrowing money for their meal prior the show. It could be on that date.
On October 28, 1954, Tom Diskin who worked with Colonel Parker sent a letter from New Orleans
to a Shreveport partner with words about Elvis Presley.
It’s pretty strange to note about Elvis playing for the first time at The Louisiana Hayride on October
9, 1954 in Horace “Hoss” Logan’s book titled “Elvis, Hank and Me” published in June 1998. Hoss
was program director for KWKH and was there when it happened. Maybe he had made a mistake
with the October 23, 1954 performance because he doesn’t remember Sam Phillips being there and
some remember Elvis and the boys being there too early and making the decision to park outside
the auditorium and wait in the car? Elvis also told Hoss “Ever’body at the Hayride’s treated us real
good and me and the boys really ‘preciate it. You got a nice crew here. Ain’t a single one of ‘em
accused me of bein’ crazy. At least not yet.”
On November 6, 1954, Elvis went back to the Hayride to give his second (third?) performance and
had his name on the Shreveport Times printed advert between J E Brown & Maxine Brown and
Johnny Horton. This time he was accompanied by his parents to co-sign a one-year contract, as
Elvis was still a minor, and they stayed at the Captain Shreve Hotel. The Hayride was showing a
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surprising level of confidence in an act who might yet turn out to be a flash in the pan. Many country
fans and performers didn’t particularly care for the loudly dressed cat with the sideburns and many
thought he would starve to death.
The contract was not between KWKH and Elvis but between KWKH, Elvis, Bill Black and Scotty
Moore. It was the standard contract giving the performer the right to miss one Saturday’s
performance during each three month period and giving the right to KWKH to broadcast, televise or
record programs for immediate or future release. The contract guaranteed a yearly run at Union
scale wages and was signed by Horace Logan. Elvis would receive $18 per show, with his two
sidemen each received $12. It seems they played “I’m Gonna Sit Right Down and Cry Over You”,
“Fool, Fool, Fool”, “Sittin’ on the Top of the World” and “Blue Moon” or “Blue Moon of Kentucky”. It’s
surprising to find here any of his Sun issued sides. Elvis also made a short commercial for Southern
Maid Donuts singing the jingle. "You can get them piping hot after 4 P.M., you can get them piping
hot, Southern Maid Donuts hit the spot, you can get them piping hot after 4 P.M.". Other entertainers
that sang the praises of Southern Maid include Minnie Pearl, Johnny Horton, and Johnny Cash.
From then, Elvis would be a weekly regular on the show and befriended Tibby Edwards and Merle
Kilgore, hanging out with them at the Murrell’s Café on Market Street and probably at Murrell
Stansell’s Grill on east King’s Highway. Like many performers he used to go to “Southern Maid
Donuts”, on 2700 Greenwood Road and Hearne Ave, a favourite place for all the Hayriders and a
big sponsor for the show. The walls of that hang out were literally covered by hundreds of performer
autographed pictures. Tibby Edwards and Elvis worked quite a lot together on tours and were
together at the Mint Club, in Gladewater, on November 22, 1954 where a picture of them together
was taken. Tibby, who was a native of South Louisiana, joined the Hayride cast in August 1953
coming from New Orleans. In January 28, 1955, Joe Turner cut for Atlantic “Flip, Flop and Fly” and
Tibby covered it in a great boppin’ style on April 1955. I don’t know if Elvis was playing that song on
stage yet but the Memphis wonder would sing it on TV by January 28, 1956 on “Stage Show”.
Tibby’s version issued on “Mercury” came real fine but instead of Scotty’s hot guitar licks we got
probably Floyd Cramer’s piano and lotsa fiddle.
As the Louisiana Hayride didn’t have an Artist Service Bureau due to the lack of interest from Henry
Clay and John Ewing, “Pappy” Covington and Tillman Franks tried to help Elvis, the cat with the
Hillbilly Blues Beat, to secure some booking in Louisiana and Texas. While Elvis was spending two
weeks in Shreveport, Tillman helped Elvis to secure a booking at The Lake Cliff Club, 3201 Milam
Street, just outside Shreveport on November 19, 1954. They played in place of popular “Hoot
(Rains) and Curley (Herndon)”, former members of Slim Whitman’s band until 1953, and the show
was a complete bust because nobody bothered to tell the paying customers about the change. D J
Fontana who sometimes played with Hoot and Curley played that night with Elvis and the Blue Moon
Boys. The Lake Cliff was a huge dance hall and bar on Cross Lake that had several shacks called
cabins on adjoining lot and it was known for just “shack up jobs”. By then the boys were almost broke
even if Elvis was among the 10 most promising artists in C&W Billboard pool printed on November
13, 1954. Elvis played the Louisiana Hayride on November 13 and 20th.
The earliest bookings in Texas, through Pappy Covington, were for Biff Collie, a DJ for KNUZ radio
in Houston, and Tom Perryman, a DJ on KSIJ radio in Gladewater. While on tour then, the band
used Scotty’s wife Bobbie’s 1953 Chevy Bel Air. It was Sun Gold in colour with white top and a
thousand miles were burned until Elvis was able to get his own car, a 1951 Cosmopolitan Lincoln,
bought under Bob Neal’s name. Around March 1955, that car was wrecked under a hay truck while
Bill Black was at the wheel travelling in Arkansas. A.J. Winns, a local DJ in College City, remembers
Elvis coming to visit him with that car. The first show in Texas was very probably on November 21,
1954 at the Magnolia Garden and, in the evening, at the Cook’s Hoe-Down Club. Elvis would often
play those two places but almost always unbilled. The next show in Texas was played at the Mint
Club in Gladewater located on the old Tyler Highway across the Sabine River on November 22,
1954. The following days they played the Roundup Club still in Gladewater before moving to New
Boston – near Texarkana – on November 24. On November 25 and 26 they played The Palladium
Club and The Eagles’ Hall in Houston before coming back to Shreveport on Saturday 27th.

To be continued...
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Baker’s Dozen
A dip into 40 years of correspondence from the
Ken Major/Chuck N. Baker (USA) archive cabinet
Contact Ken for the fuller stories.
1. Hasil Adkins was one of 10 children born in Boone County, W. Va. He originally began
experimenting with homemade instruments, then learned to play drums, guitar and
harmonica, eventually writing over 7000 songs. He first came to the attention in the 1950s,
but more famously in the 1980s when the Cramps recorded Adkins’ “She Said”. His “Chicken
Walk” and “The Hunch” became dance crazes in the 1960s. Adkins, 67 died at his home in
Charleston, W. Va. in April 2005. Source: L.A. Times April 2009
2. Sotheby’s, New York is to hold an auction of American Civil War artefacts including the
opera glasses President Lincoln carried into Ford’s Theatre for the 14.4.1865 performance
of “Our American Cousin”, the night he was assassinated by John Wilkes Booth. Up to
$700,000 is expected. There is also a letter dated 20.4.1861 Gen. Robert E. Lee sent to his
brother, Capt. Sidney Smith Lee who resigned a commission with the U.S. Army. Source:
Steve Szkotak, La-Vegas Review-Journal, 17.6.2011
3. DJ Magnificent Montague’s extensive 8000 plus item African-American collection worth
over $2m is now under control of a U.S. bankruptcy trustee. Montague and his wife filed for
Chapter 7 and it is alleged there is a $325,000 legal judgment against the couple. It is hoped
the collection will not be broken up, and it is possible the Smithsonian Institute could be
interested for its National Museum of African-American History which opens in 2015.
Source: John Przybys, Las Vegas Review Journal 20.5.2012
4. Letters of reaction to Chubby Checker’s claim of lack of respect (see June TFTW mag)
made references to Hank Ballard’s original version of “The Twist”. Ballard and Cal Green
finished a song by a Sensational Nightingale who called his composition “Let’s Do The
Twist”. Ballard’s record was a hit in the East Coast in the summer of 1960, but Dick Clark
only played Checker’s version. Ballard claims to have made more money as a songwriter
than Checker. Source: San Francisco Chronicle 19.2.2012
5. Rusty Brown’s older sister Myra married Jerry Lee Lewis in 1957. On March 9th 2012 in
Natchez, Miss., Jerry married Rusty’s ex-wife Judith. “Whole Lotta Feudin’ Goin’ On” and
“Jerry Lee wife no. 7 sparks war!” The reason the wedding was secret is because everyone
in the family including close friends were all dead set against it blasts Rusty. “Judy is only
after one thing - Jerry’s money. Judith wants to be Jerry’s manager, but she’s specially
interested in being his accountant.” Source: Rick Egusquiza, Globe, 9.4.2012
6. The Johnny Cash Boyhood Home Project is an undertaking led by the Arkansas State
University. The Dyess, Ark, homestead was one of 500 homes with small agricultural land
grants during the Great Depression. Rosanne Cash said it saved her family who lived there
in the 1930s/40s. Cash memorabilia collector Bill Miller is behind the opening of a new Cash
museum in Nashville on Lower Broadway. It will be filled with artefacts from the House Of
Cash. Source: Chris Talbott, Las Vegas-Review Journal, 18.12.2012
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7. White Cajun bluesman Tab Benoit’s home was hit hard in New Orleans by Hurricane
Katrina and his bitterness is felt in his songs. He was awarded Contemporary Blues Artist of
the year and B.B. King Entertainer of the year. Starred in the IMAX film “Hurricane on the
Bayou”. Benoit, previously an oil pilot, blames the Federal Govt. for rescuing the oil platforms
before people. None of the media camped out all over New Orleans turned their cameras to
the waters. Source: Jeff Inman, Las Vegas City Life, 2007
8. “Air Castle Of The South WSM” by Craig Havighurst, University Of Illinois Press., 279
pages, $29.95. A study of commercial broadcasting by Nashville’s famous radio station.
Originally an idea by Edwin Craig in 1925 to promote his National Life and Accident
insurance company, selling policies and anything else, e.g. baby chicks. Soon after its debut
the station held its Saturday night “Barn Dance” which became the “Grand Ole Opry”.
Source: Randall Bloomquist, Wall Street Journal 17.10.2007
9. Los Angeles County Superior Court Judge scheduled Phil Spector to appear at a new
hearing in October after the jury deadlocked on whether to convict Spector of 2nd degree
murder. Spector will hire a new defence team after 3 of his existing team will leave the case;
Spector had already been through 10 lawyers. The difficulty is that good lawyers are already
taken up with other cases and the new counsel must be ready in less than 6 months,
declared too soon. Source: Greg Krikoran, Los Angeles Times, 4.10.2007
10. 1947 Leslie & Rodney Smith create Lesney Products in The Rifleman pub, Rodney quits,
Jack Odell joins, 1953 Matchbox line begins, 1960 Lesney goes public, 1m cars produced
weekly, 1970 Lesney introduces “Superfast” line to compete with “Hot Wheels”, 1973 Odell
retires from Lesney, 1982 Lesney declares bankruptcy, Matchbox brand sold, 1982 Odell
founded Lledo to produce retro model vehicles, Mattel acquires Matchbox, Jack Odell
1920-2007. Source: Stephen Miller, Wall Street Journal, 14.7.2007
11. 91 years old Denis Avey was a P.O.W. and held in Polish work camp E715 part of the
Auschwitz-Birkau complex. He secretly made friends with an Auschwitz Jewish inmate
named Ernst, slipping him cigarettes. Avey then incredibly swapped places with another
Auschwitz Jew and managed to enter the death camp and stay the night on 3 occasions
experiencing the conditions and collecting information. Both Avey and Ernst survived the
war but did not meet again. Source: Henry Chu. Los Angeles Times, 3.4.2010
12. Thomas W. Dawes was a co-founder of the Cyrkle and had a hit 1966 single “Red
Rubber Ball” co-written by Paul Simon. The band was discovered by Brian Epstein’s partner
Nat Weiss and it was John Lennon who invented the name. Dawes, is more famous for 30
- 40 advertising jingles he wrote throughout the 1970s and ‘80s. These included jingles for
7Up, American Airlines, McDonalds “You, You’re the One” Died, Manhattan, Oct 13 aged
64. Source: Allison J. Peterson, New York Times, 11.2.2007
13. Half a tabloid page on baseball auctions and interview with Mike Heffner president of
Lelands. On August 7th Barry Bonds hit his 756th career home-run claiming a record. The
ball is to be auctioned with a suggested price of $500,000. A Babe Ruth pin back button
bought for $5 realised $10,000, and a garbageman found a 1951 game used Jackie
Robinson jersey which was appraised at $50,000. Another Robinson jersey sold for $80,000
in 1992 is now worth $250,000. Source: Paul Lukas, Financial Times, 16.9.2007
Chuck N Baker / Ken Major
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ENCYCLOPEDIA OF HITS: THE 1950s (All the UK and US Top Ten Hits)
by Dave McAleer - Blandford 1997
A very nicely-produced book with each hit mentioned accompanied by informative notes. Artist
and Title indexes etc.
THE ROCKIN’ ‘50s - THE PEOPLE WHO MADE THE MUSIC
by Brock Helander - Schirmer Books
Large format, well-illustrated and highly-detailed survey of all the major
styles of Rock’n’Roll and the major artists, plus discographies,
bibliographies etc. I would like to thank the author for his article on Bill Haley
which, for once, does not repeat the tired old clichés: “overweight…
chubby… an unlikely star… eclipsed by Presley…” and other garbage.
GOOD ROCKIN' TONIGHT: SUN RECORDS AND THE BIRTH OF
ROCK'N'ROLL
by Colin Escott and Martin Hawkins (Foreword by Peter Guralnick) - Virgin Books 1992
Everything you wanted to know about the most famous record label in Rock’n’Roll and a labour of
love by the authors. Unlikely to be superseded.
SPECIALTY LABEL SINGLES LISTING 1946-1964 500 and 300 series
Compiled by Mike Leadbitter, Terence Courtney, Hugh McCallum and others.
Published by Terence Courtney.
I shan’t publish his address as his house has probably been demolished by now!)
I’ve had this duplicated publication a long time but I’ve kept it as it’s a good example of the
dedication of so many real Rock’n’Roll fans.
GENE VINCENT – THERE’S ONE IN EVERY TOWN by Mick Farren
Recording Sessions and Discography
Published by the DO-NUT PRESS LIMITED 2004
I always know when I am reading the words of a “Rock” writer when I
come across the following passages: “a return to Dionysian, demonic
shamanism” and “primal, Reichian energy” (both p. 16).
There are also far too many typos in the text, e.g. (p.19) line 5: “how”
instead of “who” and (p.26), last line: “stuck” instead of “struck” and on
p.32: ”It was covered by John Lennon, the Everly Brothers and Jeff
Beck, to name but three.” (That’s four, Mick).
Still, the author is obviously a Vincent fan but I wish he would stop
comparing him with pretentious, so-called “Rock” stars, like Jim
Morrison etc.
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THE DAY THE WORLD TURNED BLUE by Britt Hagarty Published by Talon Books (Vancouver) 1983 Bibliography.
Discography. Illustrated.
An absorbing account of the split personality that was Gene Vincent
and the power of his live performances. Great vintage photos.
I REMEMBER GENE VINCENT by Alan Vince Published by the VRRAS (Vintage Rock’n’Roll Appreciation
Society) 1977
We (the VRRAS) published this book and, believe it or not, I no longer
have a copy! I have moved house so often in the past 35 years that
lots of stuff was lost. If you want to know why we decided to publish it,
please read it!
GENE VINCENT – THE SCREAMING END
by Alan Clark - Special Collectors Series (no. 3) 1980
A mixture of photos, articles, reproductions of film posters, record reviews etc.
GENE VINCENT AND EDDIE COCHRAN – Rock’n’Roll Revolutionaries
by John Collis - Published by Virgin Books 2004
Fascinating dual biographies of two great Rock’n’Roll talents. The one
thing that most Rock’n’Roll fans know about Eddie Cochran is that he was
a superb guitarist. However, the extent of his session work was not known
until recently, nor his taste for practical jokes, nor that he was a
prodigiously fast exponent of the “quick draw” with handguns.
Regarding Gene Vincent, this book proves that he was even wilder offstage than on. Constantly tormented by the pain in his damaged left leg
(and ignoring medical advice to have it amputated) he was prone to
frightening fits of rage, jealousy and drunken tantrums involving guns and
knives and self-destructive habits like pill-popping and alcoholism.
Paradoxically, though, although he was a demon on stage, he was a
quietly-spoken, polite interviewee off it.
BUDDY HOLLY by Dave Laing - Published by Studio Vista 1971
“This book is not a biography of Buddy Holly but a study of his music” writes the author. However,
that music was not meant to be analysed in the way that Dave Laing does. A lot of it (shaded
diagrams etc.) seems very pretentious to me. Most Holly fans that I know don’t care how his songs
were composed and constructed – only that they had a powerful emotional effect on them.
THE A-Z OF BUDDY HOLLY AND THE CRICKETS by Alan Mann (50th Anniversary Edition.)
- Published by Music Mentor Books 2009
Everyone and everything even remotely connected with Buddy and the Crickets. It is amazing to
see a book like this and remember what information was available in the 1950s – just a few
paragraphs on a record sleeve!
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NEW ORLEANS SECOND LINE
by Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin
This column, written by husband-wife team Patty Lee and Armand St. Martin, features Roots News From
The Crescent City - - A flavorful gumbo of who's who and what's what of New Orleans Music
Unconquered provides an awesome adventure in reading. Compelling, and worthy of a movie about the
three famous musical cousins from small-town Ferriday, Louisiana: Mickey, Jimmy and Jerry, this 427-page
tome of storytelling absolutely delivers. This true account of “conquered or unconquered,” by Texas-raised
author and fan, J.D. Davis, is well-written and researched, a guaranteed page-turner as Davis weaves these
three famous Southern musical lives together in print. Filled to the brim with delightful childhood tidbits and
professional vignettes with interesting inside family facts, this fast-paced “Saga of Cousins Jerry Lee Lewis,
Jimmy Swaggart, and Mickey Gilley,” according to the sub-title of these 54 Chapters, is a fascinating read
that can easily be kept within reach as a reference book.
After poring over Unconquered, which came highly-recommended by a long-time best friend, we thoroughly
enjoyed our personal two-hour telephone interview from Hollywood, California with Mickey Gilley in Branson,
Missouri on July 24, 2012, which made us immediately want to hop the next plane to both the Delta Music
Museum in Ferriday, Louisiana and to the Mickey Gilley Theatre and Gilley’s Texas Cafe in Branson,
Missouri. Each location is dear to Mickey’s heart and represents a tremendous span of lifetime achievements
in music that keep on coming. He religiously returns to his Ferriday roots to walk down memory lane and he
participates in the museum’s fundraisers among other local special events there. “I pretty much do just about
everything they ask of me!” he adds happily.
Mickey’s high-quality, full-length two-hour entertaining show titled, “My Life in Music” at the Mickey Gilley
Theatre, covers his exciting songs from his earliest music times in the 1950s up through 1983/84 - with his
biggest era of country hits during 1974 to 1984. He heads up his Mickey Gilley’s Urban Cowboy Band and
the Urbanettes with a dazzling concert jam-packed with wonderful personal stories, delivered with good
humor and spunk, and accompanied by poignant film clips of his expansive career. As observed in Mickey’s
DVD of his nightly performances, he is magnetic and casual at the same time in his live shows. He has such
a definite star quality and yet he makes the live audiences, and viewers of his DVD, feel like they are in his
living room visiting with a good, dear friend. After every show, Mickey can be found holding friendly court and
signing autographs in a restaurant booth at his Texas-styled cafe inspired by his now-gone (as of 1989), but
still well-known Pasadena, Texas nightclub, the one and only household-word simply called Gilley’s. Located
near Houston back then, Gilley’s sprang from regional to international fame with the 1980 hit movie, “Urban
Cowboy”, starring Debra Winger and John Travolta. Travolta was hot off the film “Grease,” followed by
another hit dance movie, “Saturday Night Fever.” Mickey teases, “They should have called the movie
‘Country Night Fever!’”
Back in those days, Mickey was already an icon and was brilliantly responsible for starting the whole urban
cowboy craze at the 6,000-capacity venue he co-owned, which featured his popular piano-playing inspired
by his “birth of rock-and-roll-styled-Louisiana-flavored piano,” as well as being known for spawning other
talents booked to fill the bill. Mickey featured a variety of music genres closer in feel to his earlier JerryJimmy-Mickey piano heyday, but as Gilley’s zoomed forward in popularity, Mickey’s recordings eventually
tended more towards country and later country-pop markets. “I finally found my own voice and identity with
the guidance of my producer at the time, Jim Ed Norman.” Norman found Mickey the correct crooner-type
cover tunes beloved in ballads and also familiar-sounding songs that appealed to a larger audience. Mickey
naturally injected into these lyrics his own signature sound with his perfect-phrasing, his impeccably good
taste, and his seasoned-pro superstar piano talents, ultimately creating for the first time a long legacy of
sure-fired Number One hits.
While “Urban Cowboy” was being filmed at Gilley’s in Pasadena, Texas at 4500 Spencer Highway during the
daytime (with Mickey participating in the film), at night Mickey was still playing his musical performances for
his regular SRO audiences at the enormous venue. “Mildly put, it was a madhouse! We already had the novel
mechanical bull, a rodeo training device that my partner insisted would draw crowds which I thought was a
ridiculous idea until I witnessed its success.” After the movie hit big, unimaginable numbers of customers
were drawn to Gilley’s. “Workers by day would put on their cowboy hats and outfits at night, to become urban
cowboys on the weekends,” Mickey says. His packed concerts kept folks coming back for more, along with
the attraction of El Toro. Tourists returning to their home states after a visit to Gilley’s would be asked only
one question. “Did you ride the bull?” Mickey chuckles, “I’d tell folks if you don’t want to ride the bull, you can
shoot it!’”
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Between 1974 and 1983, Mickey achieved “40 songs in the Top Ten Charts with 17 of these songs
skyrocketing to Number One Hits,” (by far, surpassing cousin Jerry Lee Lewis for cumulative Number Ones).
Mickey was on an unprecedented roll, averaging an incredible two to three Number One Hits per year during
that time of a ten year span.
Talking with Mickey is an awe-inspiring experience. Modest, personable, extremely talented as an entertainer
and a businessman, and a true visionary, Mickey Gilley is downright magical. Charming and charismatic, he’s
a fun-loving storyteller, and he is the nicest man you’d ever want to meet, with his never-ending sense of
humor, light-heartedness in his voice, and a humbleness deserving of mega-awards.
Mickey’s myriad musical accomplishments include not only his unforgettable blockbuster music hits, but also
a Grammy, a Hollywood Star on the Hollywood Walk of Fame across the street from Grauman’s Chinese
Theatre in L.A., multiple tours with other superstars like himself, appearances on hit television shows such
as Dukes of Hazzard, CHiPs, The Fall Guy, Murder She Wrote, and Fantasy Island. “Don’t ask me what my
fantasy was!” he teases. Mickey has also been inducted into the Legends of Legends Hall of Fame, Louisiana
Legends Hall of Fame, the Texas Country Hall of Fame, the Colorado Country Hall of Fame, and the Delta
Music Hall of Fame, to list a few. In 1974, Mickey won Top New Male Vocalist at the Academy of Country
Music Awards.
In 1976, Mickey did a full sweep of awards from the same organization, winning Top Male Vocalist, Song of
the Year, Single of the Year, Album of the Year, and Entertainer of the Year. Mickey quips, “That year the
only thing I didn’t get was ‘Top Female Vocalist of the Year!’” These well-deserved accolades still have barely
scraped the surface of this high-achiever’s enormous A-list of beyond-imagination lifetime credits. He has
sold millions of records and has walls of gold records. His current to-do list is still long. Being featured in the
new Unconquered book, Mickey and his cousins are nicely-documented as they’ve crisscrossed careers. “I
also currently have 13 episodes in the can for my new television show, tentatively called ‘Gilley’s Place’ that
has already been shot in my restaurant and is sponsored by Lucas Oil. We’re waiting on the news to see
which television stations want to pick up the pilot,” he reports enthusiastically. He has his “Gilley’s name and
logo currently licensed to venues in Dallas, in Durant, Oklahoma, and in Las Vegas at Treasure Island.”
There is no stopping this powerhouse gentleman.
In 1980, the newly-released movie album from “Urban Cowboy” also spawned a smash-hit soundtrack, going
Number One on the U.S. Billboard Top Country Albums, Number Three on the U.S. Billboard 200, and
Number Two on the Canadian RPM Country Albums. Two of the songs featured were by Mickey Gilley
(“Stand By Me” and “Here Comes the Hurt Again”), and one song was featured by Gilley’s Urban Cowboy
Band, (“Orange Blossom Special/Hoedown”). Mickey’s single, “Stand By Me,” from the album shot up to
Number One on the Charts by August, 1980.
Since the superstar cousins of Mickey, Jerry and Jimmy, all born within six months of each other, are
colorfully and equally represented in this hardback published by Brown Books out of Dallas, Texas, our
private interview with Mickey serves here as a mere supplement to this “the good, the bad, and the ugly!”
saga of the musical lives of these familiar famous names synonymous with success. Our further enjoyable
research of these three musical men leads us to observe that it’s as if these boys were born triplets, trying to
top one another in sibling rivalry, as referred to in the book by their childhood game of “conquered or
unconquered,” always competing with each other while still complimenting and loving each other in one big
Ferriday family.
When asked which blues joints the cousins would sneak off to, as teens, to listen to black R&B artists around
Ferriday,” Mickey answers, “It was mostly Jerry Lee and Jimmy. The place was Haney’s Roadhouse. I mostly
went to church with my mother.” He adds with a glimmer of humor, “I was a momma’s boy!” Clearly Mickey’s
“Prayer Warrior Mother,” Irene Gilley, played a significant role in her son’s life, instilling in him a sense of
inner-strength as greatly evidenced later-on by his double album CD, “Precious Memories and Why Me
Lord,” a powerful compilation of twenty favorites. Some of these church songs were also recorded by the likes
ranging from Elvis to Susan Boyle, as well as by his own two cousins Jimmy and Jerry.
There might also be something to be said about Mickey’s mother’s penchant for prayer. Mickey did have two
plane crashes yet walked away unharmed both times, suffered a burst appendix that was caught in time, had
heart surgery in 1961 for a potentially life-threatening heart birth defect he didn’t know he had, and survived
a near-fatal procedure in 2004 where Al Embry saved his life by having Mickey’s surgeon on the telephone
walk Embry through the steps to relieve Mickey’s emergency, then on the way to the hospital Mickey stopped
breathing and was revived with a defibrillator. He was diagnosed in 2006 with a neurological condition called
hydrocephalus which was cured by 2008, and he has lived-through a debilitating fall occurring on July 5, 2009
where at age 73 he was helping a friend move a couch. Mickey has almost completely recovered from his
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fall, now in 2012, as evidenced by his rigorous music performance schedule and upcoming exciting projects
slated for more success.
“I awoke in the hospital two days after my fall, in a neck brace, paralyzed from the neck down,” he describes.
“All I could do was move my eyes.” Quick to laugh, he offers, “Next time somebody wants a piece of furniture
moved, I’m gonna tell them ‘hire two strong guys and a truck!’” Never seeming bitter and always looking
ahead to better days while making the most of each day, Mickey’s rehabilitation has been intense and
grueling. Yet once again, this determined, extraordinary music man has emerged as the sparkling
professional entertainer he has always been, going full-steam ahead at age 76. He’s been back to performing
at his namesake venue of over 20 years in Branson, which he decided to keep going strong even while
learning to walk again. This man is made of many miracles.
“When I had my big accident, I spent all my cash, then went into debt on top of that for another $450,000,
costing me about one and a half million dollars,” Mickey shares, “but I kept my band, my employees, and the
club going,” adding that the lenders had no problem saying yes to help him out. “I opened my club in 1990.”
His was the first theatre in Branson, now a bustling music entertainment hub city. The town loves this man,
his employees love him, his band loves him, and so do his fans. “I tried everything to get well, even using
acupuncture, but I’m afraid that up on stage I might turn into a water sprinkler!“ All kidding aside, Mickey says
ruefully, “All I can’t still do since my fall is play the piano,” yet he adds a positive afterthought, “but I’m slowly
working on it.”
Amazingly, after his almost-irreversible medical trauma that would have seemed like a no return, Mickey has
been back in the saddle again performing matinees and nights at his theatre, along with keeping on top of
his tight touring schedule and personal appearances. “I had to get back to work or go broke!” he laughs.
“When it happened, I prayed so hard, ‘Lord please don’t let me live like this. Please take me.’ But when the
guy downstairs wouldn’t take me either, I got stuck in the middle, where I am now for awhile!”
Upbeat, Mickey interjects, “I enjoy the music! I enjoy my fans! I put my fans center stage. They’ve been
coming from all over the world for all these years, sometimes they don’t even speak English. I am always very
appreciative to meet them. They come to hear my hits. My band and I pride in performing my songs exactly
like my records.” Mickey recounts a time when he “attended an Elton John live performance and was
impressed that Elton also performs his hits just like the fans expect.”
In his early years, Mickey performed piano and sang while purposefully “imitating” cousin Jerry Lee because
Mickey was awed by his cousin’s sassy rock and roll style and his 1950’s hit material. “If Jerry could do it, I
thought I could too!” Jerry started piano when he was 7, and Mickey started when he was 13, following in his
cousin’s footsteps and learning from Jerry by watching him. “I started professionally in 1957. But our
evangelist cousin Jimmy,” Mickey quips, “has made more money than Jerry and me combined, and all tax
free!”
As the fifties rolled on, sure enough Jimmy found his path in church music and Mickey found out that “the
record labels didn’t want two Jerry Lees,” even though Mickey was an accomplished piano player in country,
gospel, boogie woogie, blues, rock ‘n’ roll, rockabilly and R&B. However, Mickey wasn’t the wild card that “the
Killer” was. “I used to open my show with the song, ‘I’m the Number One Rock ‘n’ Roll Country and Western
Boogie Blues Man,’” Mickey says. “In 1957, I wrote and recorded my very first original song, ‘Ooh Wee Baby,’
in my earlier style but nothing really happened with it,” Mickey remembers well. “The guy who printed 500 of
the singles took 300 of them home, along with the master tape, which were lost in a house fire, and I never
knew what happened to the rest of them. Then Ireland discovered my song in 2005, I have no clue how, and
Yoplait made a commercial with my song on it. After three years of the commercial running, they came to me
to pay me. I thought I’d be happy with a couple of hundred dollars, maybe five hundred if I was lucky. Maybe
I’d get a thousand but that was dreamin’!” he laughs. “I had no idea what the going rate was for something
like this. My music had never been in a commercial before. When the check came to me, I couldn’t believe
it! I got $55,000!”
During 1959, Mickey recorded “Lonely Wine” which “maybe was in the Top 10 in Houston,” he recalls. “Later
in 1959 or 1960,” Mickey says, “I recorded with Cosimo Matassa in New Orleans. I just loved the music of
that era. I recorded ‘That’s How It’s Gotta Be,’ and on the flip side, ‘Grapevine,’ on Rex which was Cosimo’s
label. I was very inexperienced back then,” Mickey speaks with modesty. Basically it wasn’t that Mickey was
inexperienced, but really it was ultimately because he sounded too much like his cousin for comfort. Mickey’s
earlier recordings in the Jerry Lee-Mickey Gilley twin-style are priceless and still worth checking out on
various labels.
Although Mickey was a walloping, rockin’ Louisiana-styled fiery pianoman and magnificent singer with
impeccable phrasing, he did meet disappointments from many quarters for years, by knocking on doors at
the major record labels, approaching William Morris in New York, going to Nashville, and even trying to get
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an audition on American Bandstand that didn’t pan out for him in Philadelphia. It wasn’t that he wasn’t
recording and performing, which he consistently was successfully doing, it was just that “super-stardom kept
eluding him.” After performing nightly for 9 years at Nesadel’s for $90/week in Texas, he landed on his feet
at his own Gilley’s club where he finally snagged his first Number One hit in 1974 at age 38 with a 1949 cover
song that he, Jerry and Jimmy had grown up with, called “Room Full of Roses.” He adds, “It took me 17 years
before my first hit record!” As a story goes, already-successful Jerry Lee and his agent were in a limo in NY
when the driver turned on the radio. The agent asked the driver to switch it off just about the time Jerry bent
closer towards the radio, “Wait a minute! Is that me?” Jerry was informed by his agent, “No, it’s Mickey.”
Darned if Jerry Lee didn’t think Mickey “had pulled a fast one on him!”
But how did Mickey’s first major hit happen that finally broke open Mickey’s music career? “Gilley’s opened
in 1971,” and came to be dubbed, “The World’s Largest Honky Tonk,” Mickey says. “I figured why not, so I
wrote the Guinness World Book of Records and the rest is history. It was called Shelly’s first, then Gilley’s,”
Mickey explains. He and his co-partner for years, Sherwood Cryer, also had a recording studio attached to
the club, with their own label, Astro Records. In 1973, Cryer’s girlfriend-employee asked Mickey to cut a cover
song for her one day in the studio, to place in Cryer’s jukeboxes for local vendors, titled, “She Called Me
Baby.” Mickey had recorded many songs prior to this, calling home to say, “This is going to be the big one,
this one is it!” However, Mickey didn’t place much credence in going into the session that fateful day that
would change his musical career forever; he promised the band it would be a fast session. They recorded it
in a quick take. Then the engineer said as they were leaving, “Mickey, what about the B side?’” Unprepared,
Mickey thought on his feet and selected, “Room Full of Roses.”
“Looking back on it now, I feel it was a divine thing,” Mickey explains. “I made mistakes on the lyrics in the
recording but just left them in. A divine thing just came over me. I stopped, started, I lost the melody, I even
lost my way in the piano solo. The echo was too loud on the guitar.” Mickey thought it was a bust. “We made
500 copies anyway, 300 went to the jukeboxes in the Houston area, I took 200 to radio stations where they
advertised Gilley’s, and it quickly became a popular local record, selling 20,000 copies,” Mickey recounts.
“Nashville still turned it down. A friend said, ‘I have a label for this song. Playboy Records.’ I said, ‘Are you
kidding me?’ He said, ‘Maybe a 45 RPM first?’ I said, ‘My, my, my!‘ So we flew out to L.A. to sign with Playboy
Records. First we were met by a guy whose name was Contact Yoshi. That supposedly was his real name!
Then Hugh Hefner greeted us in his bathrobe and slippers!” By 1974, “Room Full of Roses”, released on
Hefner’s label, became a Number One Hit for Mickey in Billboard Magazine’s Hot Country Singles chart.
Summing it up, Mickey shares, “I started in 1957, I peaked in the 1980s, in 1983 I had my last Number One
Hit, I’ve kept recording and I continue entertaining at my own clubs and on tour. But now I’m 76 years old, I’m
in the twilight of my years. I won’t be around forever but I’m still having a great ride and a great career. I’ve
led an interesting life and I’ve had a lot of fun. I’m still going strong. When I was young, I partied hard, I
thought I was indestructible, but I can’t complain. I’m enjoying life. Since my fall, I returned to my first show
in Branson on April 12, 2010. I’m still here, living my dream!”
*Mickey Gilley's Number One Hits: (1974) Room Full of Roses, I Overlooked an Orchid; (1975) City Lights,
Window Up Above; (1976) Don’t All the Girls Get Prettier at Closing Time, Bring It On Home, She’s Pulling
Me Back Again; (1980) True Love Ways, Stand By Me, That’s All That Matters To Me; (1981) A Headache
Tomorrow (Or A Heartache Tonight), You Don’t Know Me; (1982) Lonely Nights, Put Your Dreams Away,
Talk to Me; (1983), Fool For Your Love, Paradise Tonight.
Mickey Gilley’s favorite of his songs is, “That’s All That Matters To Me.” These are all on Mickey's CD, "17
#1's, 1974-1983. We highly recommend if you get a chance, see Mickey Gilley perform live and definitely
enjoy his many recordings.

On another note, Woodie Ian Saddler reports hot-off-the-press, that he's finished compiling/producing the
new CD on Ace Records UK, to be released in August, 2012, titled: "Boppin' By the Bayou." (His title!) The
CD of 28 rocking vintage tracks from South Louisiana contain rockabilly, swamp rock, Cajun boppers, and
Louisiana rock 'n' roll. Ian reports, "The tracks are all obscure or previously unissued and there are some
surprises, including a track from Jivin' Gene that has never before been mentioned in his biographies, and
even Gene had forgotten he'd done the recording!" We'll be happy to tell you more about Ian's brand new
CD.
Stay tuned...
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The Norman Sisters
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Kirk Smothers
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Welcome to
The 'Tales From The Woods' round up of gigs
where you really need to show your face.
Hi Gang.
Before another issue draws to a close, I’d like to mention a few folks
who have been feeling less than perky of late. British Rock'n'Roll
veteran and very good friend to us all here at Tales From The Woods,
Vince Eager at the time of writing is waiting to enter hospital for a
prostate operation. I am sure you all will join us in wishing Vince a
very swift recovery before he is back on his feet to once again appear
on a stage near you soon, doing what he does best. We certainly all
look forward to seeing Vince and his band Memphis Tones at our
show at the Borderline in January.

Vince © Paul Harris

Also as previously reported in Issue 67, rockabilly Hall Of Fame member and fountain of knowledge
upon that subject, Tony Wilkinson, has been undergoing a continuing battle with cancer now for
much of 2012. However, we are extremely pleased to report all now is very much under control and
in remission. Speaking to the Southend Rockin’ Daddy prior to going to press he is very upbeat and
looks forward to being amongst us all at a rockin’ gig in the very near future as well as returning to
his day job.
If you would like to have a chat with Vince or Tony please let me know at Tales From The Woods
towers via email, telephone or letter and we shall put you in touch via your chosen method.
A special round of applause please ladies and gentlemen for Dave Carroll who has put together his
unsurpassable gig guide (and his Jazz Junction column) for us despite suffering from an extremely
painful collar-bone. We are eternally grateful to Dave for pursuing his task for us in such
circumstances. On behalf of all of us Dave, thank you.
See you all in Issue 69 folks.

The Gig List
Information is obtained from various sources and is hopefully accurate.
The advice ‘check before travelling’ remains sound.

August 2012
9
Thursday
Lazy Lester with Little George Sueref
Intimate date for swamp blues legend one month into tour of Britain.
The Thomas Guy Club, 49 Weston Street, London Bridge SE1 3RB

Woodies £15, Advance £20

10
Friday
Stuart McNair & Jason McNiff
Alabama-born McNair wrote ‘Make Levees, Not War’, which makes him ok by me.
Kalamazoo Klub at The King’s Head, Crouch End £8
24
Friday
James Hunter
Top r&b singer who should not be a secret to anyone.
Islington Assembly Hall
£17.50/£20 (+ fees)
31
Friday
Alvin Youngblood Hart
Noted African-American singer of country blues.
Castor Village Hall £16
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September 2012
1
Saturday
Dave & Ansell Collins
Reggae duo out to confirm their magnificence.
100 Club
£20
4
Tuesday
Frank Fairfield
Fresno-born Frank plays fiddle, guitar and banjo player, and is an ardent collector of 78s – you can’t get
more old timey than that.
Borderline
£10
6
Thursday
Larry McCray
American blues singer who has veered into blues-rock in the past.
The Blues Kitchen, Camden Free
7/8
Fri/Sat
The Impressions
Rescheduling of postponed July gig.
Jazz Cafe
£26.50
13-15 Thu-Sat
Gwen McCrae
Rare groove soul artist performs at seated venue, but only one rockin’
chair.
Ronnie Scott’s
Cancelled
22
Saturday
The Blues Band
Still going strong after thirty-three years.
Borderline
£24 adv £25 door
26
Wednesday Tom Paley’s Old Time Moonshine Revue
New York city lost one of its ramblers to England, but this
octogenarian keeps rolling on.
Slaughtered Lamb
£12.50

JUKE BLUES MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 1654
Yatton, Bristol
BS49 4FD
England
Fax: 01934 832556
Editor: Cilla Huggins
Reviews: Alan Empson
Subscriptions: Richard Tapp
Consulting Editors:John Broven/Mick
Huggins

29
Saturday
Ricky Cool & The Hoola Boola Boys
Guaranteed to raise a smile.
All Saints Arts Centre, Whetstone £10
29
Saturday
Albert & Hogan’s Heroes
Country pickin’ good.
Borderline
£18.50 adv £20 door
29
Saturday
Jason & The Scorchers
30th anniversary tour for these heroes of cowpunk music.
Garage
£15
October 2012
4
Thursday
Barbara Mason
‘Philadelphia’s first true lady of soul’ and a writer of adult soul songs. Not to be missed.
Islington Assembly Hall
£20/£25 (+ fees)
9
Tuesday
Carolina Chocolate Drops
The venues get bigger for this old-time string band, so maybe it’s time to hitch yourself to their wagon.
Shepherds Bush Empire
£20
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9
Tuesday
Eliza Gilkyson
Singer-songwriter from musical family. Father wrote On
Top Of Old Smokey, and brother was in Lone Justice,
whose singer was Maria McKee, whose half-brother was
in Love, and so the world keeps on turning.
The Old Queen’s Head, 44 Essex Road N1 8LN
£15
11
Thursday
Eric Taylor
Highly rated Texas singer-songwriter.
The Green Note
£12.50
24
Wednesday Chris Farlowe & The Norman
Beaker
Booking these 100 Club regulars is surely a coup for the
Eel Pie Club.
The Cabbage Patch, 67 London Road, Twickenham £16
November 2012
1
Thursday
Eugene Hideaway Bridges
The return of much missed bluesman, formerly a regular
visitor to London.
Borderline
£12

The Organ for the Swedish
Rock'n'Roll Club
EDITORIAL BOARD:
Bo Berglind, Thomas Boy, Claes-Håkan
Olofsson, Erik Petersson & Tony Wilkinson
EDITOR & PUBLISHER:
Bo Berglind, Box 185, SE-432 24 Varberg,
Sweden
Phone: Swedish code + 460 3467 5050
e-mail: bo@americanmusicmagazine.com
Internet: www.americanmusicmagazine.com

4
Sunday
Linda Gail Lewis
Being joined by special guest Annie Dolan and backed by the TFTW house band.
Water Rats, Grays Inn Road Woodies £16 Advance £18 Doors £20
10
Saturday
Lee Fields & The Expressions
Hard-working soulman returns to same venue six months after successful visit.
O2 Academy, Islington
£18.50 + fees
25
Sunday
Bobby Womack
Revised date and venue for soul royalty’s ‘The Bravest Man in the Universe’ tour.
Forum
£27.50 & £32.50 + fees

The Sun Never Sets On Those Who Ride Into It
Paul Barrett
Rock'n'Roll Enterprises
(est. circa 1960)

For all pre-Beatles Rock'n'Roll, coast to coast and world wide.
From the Jets to Crazy Cavan, Si Cranstoun and Band to Matchbox, Wee Willie Harris
to The Atlantics. With Gene Summers, Roddy Jackson, Linda Gail Lewis, Jack Scott,
Ray Campi, Mac Curtis, Charlie Gracie,
As well as the Incredible Roy Young and Band, Alvin Stardust, Shane Fenton and,
from Germany, the Lennerockers

One call, book 'em all.
Tel: 02920 704279, Fax: 02920 709989
e-mail: barrettrocknroll@ntlworld.com
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If you wish to be placed on our mailing list to receive the free on-line magazine (around six issues per annum),
occasional newsletters/round robin emails which advise all our subscribers of items of interest, reductions on all
TFTW gigs/merchandise, also reductions on other selected promotions, automatic invitations to all TFTW social
events, or if you wish to advertise in the UK’s only on-line roots music magazine, please contact

‘Tales from the Woods’
25 Queen Anne Avenue, Bromley, Kent, BR2 0SA
Telephone/Fax 020 8460 6941
Articles for publication can be e-mailed to

TFTW@blueyonder.co.uk

All subscribers receive a membership card. For those who do not possess a computer we send out black
and white paper copies of the mag which will incur a fee of £10 per year.

Remember - you’re only young twice...... Keith Woods
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